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The theory of ordered sets lies at the confiuence of several branches of mathematics including 
set theory, lattice theory, combinatorial theory, and even aspects of modern operations 
research. While ordered sets are ohen peripheral to the mainstream of any of these theories 
there arise, from time to time. prcblems which are order-theoretic in substance. The aim of this 
work is to fashion a classification scheme for ordered sets which is aimed at providing a unified 
vantage point for some of the problems encountered with ordered sets. This classification 
scheme is based on a structure theory much akin to the familiar subdirect representation theory 
so useful in general algebra. The novelty of the structure theory lies in the importance that we 
attach to, and the widespread use that we make of, the concept of retract. At present, some 
vindication for our clrrssification scheme can be found by examining its effectiveness for totally 
ordered sets (e.g., well-ordered sets, the rationals, reals, etc.) as well as for those finite orciered 
sets that arise commonly in combinatorial investigations (e.g., crowns and fences). 
Preface 
The theory of ordered sets is today a burgeoning branch of mathematics. It 
both draws upon and applies to several other branches of mathematics, including 
algebra, set theory, and combinatorics. The theory itself boasts an impressive 
body of fundamental and deep results as well as a variety of challenging problems, 
some of traditional heritage and some of fairly reent origin. 
The present work is inspired by our attempts to classify ordered sets. Specific- 
ally the purpose of this work is twofold. The first is to outline aspects of a theory 
that represents an arbitrary ordered set by a family of irreducible ordered sets by 
means of canonical constntctions. The second is to fashion a cltissification sche.mc 
for ordered sets by which different ordered sets are unified by common descrip- 
tions consisting, of sentences of an order theoretic character. 
The (canonical) constructions are these: direct product and retract. Both 
constructions are, of course, fairly common in many branches of matheKaii= but 
a facility with the retract construction in concrete order theoretic situations seems 
to be uncommon. As the retract construction is central to this work, the 
exposition is designed about examples intended to develop a working familiarity 
with it. As a result, the expusition is deliberAte, occasionally lingering, and the 
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proofs of principal results are often put off. Where appropriate we have indicated 
some of thle impartant open probIems that arise from this work. 
We are certainly not the first to propose a structure theory for ordered sets. 
However, we have endeavoured to clarify why certain alternate approaches to a 
structure theory lead to inadequate classification schemes. On the other hand, we 
have resisted the natural inclination to generalize whenever possible-the terms 
of our structure theory can be applied to any type of relational system. Instead, 
our emphasis has remained on thos _ ordered sets typical to set theoretic settings 
(chains) and to combinatorial considerations (crowns, fences, etc.). 
Whether this work will ultimately have a bearing on the resolution of any of the 
traditional unsolved problems in the theory of ordered sets, we cannot, of course, 
say. To us, this work seems at least to provide fresh insights in the theory of 
ordered sets. 
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1. Pntroduction 
1.1. Historical remarks 
Ordered sets (or, partially ordered sets) have their roots in two trends of 
nineteenth century mathematics. On the one hand, ordered sets have entered into 
the study of those algebraic systems which originally arose from axiomatic 
schemes aimed at formalizing the “laws of thought”; Boole, Peirce, Schroder, and 
Huntington were among the earliest ieaders of this trend. On the other hand, 
ordered sets were essential ingredients to the theory of sets, from its inception. 
Franred between algebraic considerations on the one hand and set theoretic ones 
on the other, the theory of ordered sets has in the intervening period enjoyed a 
frui?ful, if intenniitent, development. 
It is not surprising that these two trends have influenced the subject in different 
ways. The ordered sets of most interest to general algebra are lattices. Well 
ordered sets are fundamental to set theory. Of course, well ordered sets are 
themselves lattices, but this fact is rarely of interest in set theory. It is lattice 
theory, ‘however, that has stimulated the study of ordered sets as abstract systems. 
E.V. Huntington [27] may have been the first to realize that a lattice has two 
natural, yet contrasting axiomatic descriptions. A latt;ice is a set furnished with 
two binary operations and satisfying suitable identities: a lattice is an ordered set 
in which every pair of elements has supremum and i&mum. It is precisely this 
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“split personality” of lattices that has made them such a fertile topic of investiga- 
tion within the theory of ordered sets. Indeed, lattice-theoretic investigations 
(especially those concerned with complete *lattices) have already been brought o 
bear on deep proMems in ordered sets? But neither gerieral algebra nor set 
theory can provide an adequate setting for the theory of~ordered sets in general. 
The morphisms associated with lattices as algebras are, naturally, those maps 
which preserve the operations (komomt,Pphisms), while the morphisms associated 
with lattices as ordered sets are those maps which preserve the order relation 
(order-preserving mups). Different morphisms, different heories! 
Traditionally, ordered sets have played a role peripheral to the mainstream of 
mathematical investigations. While ordered sets arise in many branches of 
mathematics and its applications, the problems encountered often have little to do 
with the “orderings” themselves. However, there are some far-reaching and 
fundamental results concerning ordered sets. 
In 1950 Dilworth [9] published what has come to be the best-known result in 
the combinatorial theory of ordered sets: in a finite ordered set P, the minimum 
number of chains whose set union is P equals the maximum number of pairwise 
noncomparable elements of P. This “mini~max” thecrem2 is intimately related to 
several fundamental results in general combinatorics, uch as the Rado-Hall 
theorem on “systems of distinct representatives”, K&rig’s theorem for graphs, or 
the Ford-Fulkerson “max-fIow, min-cut” theorem for networks. Indeed, K6nig’s 
theorem can be derived from DiIworti’s theorem, and conversely. & noteworthy 
is the fact that the techniques of linear programming can be brought o bear on 
the practical problem of constructilg, for a finite ordered set P, the minimum 
family ~4 chains whose set union is P.3 
In 1930 Szpilrajn [SO] established an elemental result in the theory of ordered 
sets: every ordering on a set can be ext&ed to a linear ordering. Szpilrajn’s “linear 
extension” theorem has, from time to time, been amplified and extended by deep 
and detailed investigations.4 From the perspective of applications, linear exten- 
sions of ordered sets have recently assumed a major importance in computer 
systems analysis.’ 
An important outgrowth of the current combinatorial fashion is the emergence 
of several problems which, while simple in formulation, remain unsolved. Not 
only do such problems have an intrinsic appeal, they often highlight concepts and 
techniques of wider applicability. Yhe two problems below will highlight a concept 
of fundamental importance in this work. 
Fixed points. Certain familiar ordered sets such as complete lattices have the fixed 
point property: every order-preserving map of the ordered set to itself fixes a 
point. Perhaps one of the most challenging unsolved problems in the theory of 
ordered sets is to characterize those ordered sets which satisfy the fixed point 
property. While the problem has been compIetely settled in the case of latticc8 
there has been little progress for arbitrary ordered sets. 
Orientability. It is customary and convenient to represent a (fini ) ordered set P 
pictorially in the plane by means of a diagram (directed coveting graph or Hnsse 
diagram) in which small circles @e&es), corresponding to elements of PP are 
arranged in such a way that, for a, b E P, the circle corresponding to a is higher 
th.an the circle corresponding to b whenever a > b and a straight line segment 
(edge) is drawn to connect the two circles whenever a covers 6. Much of the 
combinatorial interest in ordered sets Is inextricably linked to the combinatorial 
features of the diagrams associated with them. Still, there is little known about 
those undirected graphs which are “orientable” so as to produce tht= diagram of 
an ordered szt. Again, apart from some scattered results concerning finite lattices 
@. [l], [14]) the problem of characterizing undirected covering graphs remains 
0pcn.’ 
1.2. Classification criteria 
Why classify orde?zd sets ? Faced with seemingly iiltractable problems it is 
reasonable to focus attention on particular, yet familiar, classes of ordered sets. In 
this sense at least a classification scheme is implicit in most work. An effective 
classification scheme presents classes of objects unified by common descriptions: 
for such classes difficult problems may become accessible. Indeed, an efIective 
classification scheme can in turn play an important heuristic role in opening new 
lines of investigati0i-i. 
The aim of this work is to fashion a classification scheme subject to the 
following three nal:ural constraints. 
C 1. There are “mough” but not “too many” -lasses. 
There should be enough classe. s in order to account for the richness and 
diversity of ordered sets. For instance, if there were only two classes of ordered 
sets, say those with the fixed point property in one class, and tall fixed point free 
ordered sets in the other, the classification scheme itszlf could hardly be expected 
to abet our investigations.8 
There should not be too many classes or else neither economy nor unification is 
achieved. It would, for instance, be ludicrous to arrange ordered sets by 
isomorphism types. 
C2. Each class is distinguished by a family of “irreducible” members which, by 
means of Lccanonicall constructions” scv-ue ta represent every member of the class. 
A theory that T3urports to provide constructions that may reasonably be taken 
to represent a n?athematical system is customarily called a structure theory. 
Structure theor: are designed with some sense of utility in mind. For instance, 
the direct produc, co:astruction alone would hardly be a satisslfactory scheme for 
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general algebra, although, of course, it may be r,dmirably suited to problems 
concerning commutative groups. On the other hand, more general constructitins, 
such as that of subdirect products, while useful in general,alge@ra, may not be at 
alt useful in the cerkral prdblems of group theory. T&e choice for a structure 
theory emerges from the constructions most frequently encountered in the leading 
probleins of an area. 
C3. Each class is distinguished bv CL collection of “senterxes” which are sutis~d by 
all members of the class. 
Algebras of a given type may be classified by sets of first order sentences, 
indeed, “equations” involving the operations. The associated classification scheme 
of algebras by “equational classes” is for certain purposes effective. 
While a “model theory” for ordered sets may be fashiorxd using only first 
order sentences [S] it need not correspond to a classification scheme effective for 
all purposes. Indeed, the familiar ciass consisting of all complete latti -2s cannot be 
described by any set of Crst order sentences. 
J .3. Retracts 
T31e novelty in this work lies in the importance that we attach to, and, the 
widespread use that we make of, the concept of “retract”. 
A subset Q of an ordered set P is a retract of P if there is an order-preserving 
map g of P to Q which is the identity map on Q. As usual, we use this term up to 
isomorphism: an ordered set Q is a retract of an ordered set P if there are 
order-preserving maps f of Q to P and g of P to Q such that g of is the identity 
map on Q. In either case we call g a retiuction map. The class of all (isomorphism 
types of) retracts Qf P we denote by R(P). 
There are three fundamental ingredients to our theory. 
A. Representation A family (Pi 1 i E I) of ordered sets represents P if Pi E R(P) for 
each i E I, and PE R(niEl Pi). Al. ~0, we say that the family (Pi 1 i E I) is a represcn- 
tation of P. 
B. kredwcibility. An ordered set P 1, ‘43 irreducible if, for each representation 
(Pi lid) Of P, PERH(Pi), for some id. 
c. Order uariety. An order variety is a class X of ordered sets which_ is closed 
under the formation of all direct products of nonempty families 0: members of 3C 
and under the formation of all retracts of members of X. (Symbolically, B(X) E X 
and ,X(X) c Yf.) 
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Notes to Secticn 1 
* One notalre example concerns the recent work of several authors on the 
“dimension” o.E ordered sets. An ordered set P has dimension n (dim P = n) ti n is 
the least number of linear extensions of P [that is, totally ordered sets extending 
P] whose intersection is P. If an ordered set P has dimension n, ere n is a finite 
positive integer, then P contains a finite, dimension n, irreducible subset Q [that 
is, dim Q = n and, for each a E Q, dim@ -{a}) e n]. For instance, the only 
dimension one and two irreducible ordered sets are the singleton and the 
two-element antichain [ttotally unordered set], respectively. The problem of 
finding all dimension three irreducible ordered sets is much more difficult. This 
problem was solved in 1977 by D. Kelly [30] (cf. [52]) whose work was the 
cuC!nination of a series of papers by Kelly and Rival concerning particular classes 
of lattices. In brief, the solution involved three important steps: the Grst was the 
characterization of dismantlable lattices ;[31] (cf. [45]); the second was the 
characterization of planar lattices (equivalently, lattices of dimension two) [33]; 
the third was the link between ordered sets and lattices, the normal completion (or 
Dedekind-MacNeille completion) of an ordered set [30], [32] (cf. [38]). 
” It is interesting that this theorem was first formulated in connection with a 
problem concerning distributive lattices. The problem: for a finite distributive Zuttice 
D. how many &uins are needed for a subdirect representation of D by chains? The 
solution: for G ./kite distributive lattice D, the minimum number of chains in a 
subdirect represti;,Yt&on of D equals the maximum number of elements of D that 
cover any t-‘ieme+zt. 
Some interest in the order theoretic theorem itself has been revived recently by 
C. Greene and ID. Kleitman, who have established some deep extensions of 
Dilworth’s origin Sal result [23]. 
3 For infinite ordered sets of finite width, the proof of Dilworth’s theorem is 
invariably nonconstrutive. In a recent paper, H.A. Kierstead [34!] establishes an 
“effective” version of this theorem, but it is necessarily weaker tha.n the original. 
4 The concept of the dimension of an ridered set (cf. Notes 1) is rooted in 
Szpilrajn’s theorem The concept itea ,,,lf was introduced in 1941 by B. Dushnik and. 
E.W. Miller [16] although it remained more or less dormant for several decades. 
’ A set of “jobs” is to be processed by a single machine subject to “precedence 
constraints”. The problem is to construct “schedules” for such systems which 
mmimize certain associated costs or completion time. In order theoretic terms the 
set of “jobs” is ordered by the “precedence” relation; a “schedule” is then a 
!Jnear extension of this ordered set. Such problems hive in recent years attracted 
increasing attention (cf. [‘Y’], [ 361, [ 371). 
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Recently, D. Knuth [36] has suggested that the efficiency of sorting algorithms 
be tested by studying a probability measure which counts the linear extensions of 
an ordered se\‘. (&[22], [49]). 
’ The “fixed !yoint” theorem of 13. Knaster and A. Tarski goes back more than 
fifty years [35) although it was only in 1955 that it was published by Tarski [ 5 I] in 
the context of lattices: every complete &ice has the fiti boint property. 
Retrospectively at least, it seems that this important result has remained largely 
within the jurisdiction of lattice theory. Indeed, with A. Davis’ companion paper 
[S] of 1955 the scope of order theoretic fixed point questions seemed largely 
prescribed: every Mice witir the jixd point property is complete. 
’ There are other ways to represent L (finite) ordered set pictorially in the plane 
as Q directed graph. In the early 1960’s A. GhouWMenri [2Q] (CL [21]) charac- 
terized those undirected graphs whose edges can be oriented in such a way as to 
producle the directed compura&Zity graplr of an ordered set. Whil& useful for 
certain purposes the dia,~um of an ordered set is the more convenient mnemonic. 
8 Efforts to launch a classification scheme for relational systems in general are 
not new. In a series of papers by B. Fawcett [17], G. Sabidussi [48], R. Fournier 
[18] and S,. Burris 151 a scheme is presented which, while useful for certain 
problems, yields a classification scheme inadequate for ordered sets: there are 
“too few” classes. 
2. why Petracts 
2.1. Inmuhiction 
This section provides background to our investigations; it is divided into two 
parts. 
The first part (2.2, 2.3, and 2.4) deals with several approaches to a structure 
theory for ordered sets. Each feattires order-preserving maps as the underlying 
morphisms and each leads to an inadequafe classification scheme: the obvious 
morphism is rlefic:. ;It. 
In the second part (2.5 and 2.6), we re-examine the fixed point and orientability 
problems (cf. 1.1) to demonstrate the utility of the retract cono+t. This we shall 
take as a heuristic for a new approach. 
2.2. Order-preserving rnqx 
Let X denote the class of all finite, connected ordered sets. 
Is there a “mirlimnl” collection E X subject to the requirement that, 
for each P E X there is P’G er-preserving mup f of P’ mto P? 
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Xl x3 x5 x7 Xn - 2 
Xn 
xl~e*ex-~ 
x2J x4 x6 &I - 3 Xn - 1 
Fpa odd) 
Fig. 1. Fences of length n. 
The answer is simple, too simple. 
Recall, tor a positive integer n, an n-fete, or simply a fenoe, is an ordered set 
ix,, x2,. . . , K,} isomorphic to one of the ordered sets illustzrated i,n Fig. 1. 
Fact. Every connected n-element ordered set, n ~=3, is the image under an order- 
preserving map of a fence with at most 2rt - 3 elements’ (cf. Fig. Z!). 
/j/j -/;2b> 
1 
Fig. 2. 
01: an orderable partition P&l 
Fig. 3. 
02: a #aftition that is, yc : orderable 
While this is an interesting fact, what does it give in the way of a structure 
theory? In effect, using order-preserving maps, every finite connected ordered set 
caa be obtained from a fence; that is, we may choose A to LIZ any infinite 
collection of fences. Were it not for the fact that the collection of all fences would 
furnish a rather unremarkable (and undiversified) family of Trreducible” ordered 
sets (and consequently, a meagre classification scheme (cf. l.2, Cl)), our search 
for a classification scheme could end here. 
2,. 3. Onierabfe ptitions 
Perhaps some subtlety will carry us further. 
Let P and Q be ordered sets and let f be an order-preserving map of P onto Q. 
Let 4 denote the kernel of f; that is, the equivalence relation (or partition) of P 
prescribed by 
X s Yfef) if and only if f(x) = f(y) 
for X, y E R Call a partition 8 of Y or&r&z if 8 is the kernel of an order- 
preserving map with domain P (seip Fig, 3). 
In fact, for any order-preserving map f with domain an ordered set f there is a 
“coarsest” ordered set P/O = (Pi 1 i E I) that satisfies 8 = Of : Pi sPj if there is a 
linite sequence 
with b,, E P,,, @$, bij fZ .Fi,, Qr, E Pi* (j = 2,3,. . . , k - 1) satisfying b& s G~+~ 
(j = 1,2,. . . , k - 1) (cf. [4]).2 
For an orderable partition 6 of P we call this associated ordered set P/O the 
quotient of P (with respect o 0). If f is an order-preserving map of P onto Q 
then, although Q need not be isomorphic to P/3 (cf. Fig. 4$, Q is a “partial 
extension” of P/t&’ 
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Qnestioa Is there a “minima2” collection JH G St subject tc the requirement that., 
for each PE X there is P’E JU and an orderablr. patitim 8 of P’ such that Ps 
As in the preceding section we may again take & to be any infinite collection of 
fences. 
Fact. Every finite connected ordered set is the quotient of a finite fefnce.d* 
2.4. Subdirect products 
Let /Z denote the class of all ordered sets. 
Question, Is there a “minimal” collection &, of #Z subject to the requirement hat, 
for each P E#Z, there is pi family (Pi 1 i E I) of members of & and a weak embedding 
f Of P t0 RiEI Pi [f is one-to-one and both f and f-’ are order-preserving]? 
The answer is unspectacular. 
Fact, Every ordered set P can be weakly embedded into 21p!’ 
The outcome: we may take &, to consist of a single ordered set, the two- 
element chain 2! 
2.5. Fixed po,kts 
The best-known rtisult on the problem of fixed points (cf. 1.1) is concerned with 
iclttices: 61; lattice has the fixed point property if and only if it is complere [8:], 1511. 
“Completeness” of an ordered se: is one central theme in much of the work on 
the fixed point problem. Its typical use runs as follows. If L is a complete lattice 
and f is an order-preserving map of L to itself, we set 
A = {x E L 1 x s f(x)} and a = supL A. 
Then, for each x E A, x 6 f(x)< f(a); hence, a s f(a). IFrom this it follows that 
f(a) sf(fiaH, h w ence f(a) s a, that is, a = f(a) is a fixed point of f. This shows 
that a cfimplete lattice has the fixed point property, 
The concept of “retraction” can provide a useful approach to the fixed point 
problem. If a lattice L is not complete then it contains a chain C = A U El in which 
A = (4 1 i E I} is an increasing well ordered chain without supremurn (in L), 
B = {bj 1 j E J} is a decreasing, dually well ordered chain without iS~&nui.~ (in I,), 
ai < bj for each i E I, j E J, and, there is no x E L satisfying q s x s I!+ for all i E I, 
j E J (cf. [6]). The map f of C to C defined by f(G) = o+,_~ and f(b$ = bj+* is 
order-preserving and has no fixed points, that is, C is fixed point frtz ?hc map g 
of L onto C prescribed by 
g(zj7= 
I 
sup{% ] q s X} unless x 2 ai for each i E I, 
inf{bi 1 bj 3 x} if xaa, for each iE1 
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2 4 6 
0 0 l .0 
1 1 
2 c2n hJ 
Fig. 5. 
is a retraction. Finally, the map fog is an order-preserving map of L to L with no 
fixed points, so L is fixed point free. It follows that a lattice with the fir-ed point 
property must be complete. 
A satisfactory solution to the fixed po!nt problem is known for ordered sets of 
length one [every chain has at most two elements]. This solution highlights three 
fixed point free ordered sets. In fact, an ordered set of length one has the fixed point 
property if and only if none of the following ure retracts: the two-element mrichain 
2; the 2n-crown Cti (n a 2); the infbite fence F@ (see Hg. 5) [42],146].‘A typical 
application of the technique involved is Zustrated in Fig. 6. The retraction map of 
the ordered set onto the &crown (shaded elements) followed by the fixed psint 
free automorphism of the &crown, yields an order-preserving map with no fixed 
points. 
Fcr finite ordered sets an approach to the fixed point problem is based on this 
observation [lo]. A finite ordered set is fixed point free if md onZy if there is a 
retract with a fixed point free automorphism As every ordered set cm, however, 
be embedded in a complete lattice, we cannot expect a solution to the fixed point 
problem by exhibiting a family of “forbidden” subsets. 
2.6. Orientability 
The covering graph of an ordered set P is the graph C(P) whose vertex set 
V( C(P)) consists of the elements of P and whose edge set E(C(P)) consists of all 
pairs (a, b) where Q covers b or 6 covers a in P A graph G is said to be kentable 
as an ordered set P ti G and C(P) are isomo_Thic as graphs (cf. 1.1). 
Which graphs are orientable?’ Certain graph properties do ensure orientability. 
For example, if G is a graph whose chromatic number x(G) k less than its girth 
g(G) then G is orientable? To see this let c be a colouring of G with 
C(X)E{l, 2,. . . , x(G)) for x E V(G). Define? a binary relation < on V(G) as 
- - 
Fig. 6. 
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G 
Fig. 7. 
G is a retract of C(gs). 
follows: x < y if there is a sequence x = x0, x1, x2, . . . , x, = y such that J&, &+& 
E(G), and c(xi) < c(q+J tor each i = 8, 1,2, . . . , n - 1. Obviously, l < is transit+ c 
and antisymmetric. If G is not the covering graph of (V(G). <) then there is 
1x.1, x2, - ’ * 9 x,,}~ V(G) such that x1 <x2<. l - C x,, and {x,, x,,}E E(G). I-Ience, 
4x1, $1. * -, x,} is a cycle of length n s x(G) < g(G) in G, contrary to the 
hypothesis. 
A subgraph H of a graph G IS a retract of G if there is a map f of V(G) to 
V(H) such that {g, g’} E E(G) implies cf( g), f( g’)} E E(H) and f(h) = r’l for a;~ 
h E V(H). We call f a retraction of G to H. 
A finite graph is orientable if and only if it has an orientable rermct. Ali 
subgraphs of orientable graphs are orientable. For the converse, let f be a 
retraction of a finite graph ;5; to an orientable subgraph H and fix an orientation 
of pi. We define a relation < ok1 V(G) as follows: x c y if there is a sequence 
= y in V(G) such that {q, x~+~}E E(G) and fi&) is covered by 
;(Lr: ri’thd A>entation of H (i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1). It is straightforward to show 
that < is a (strict) ordering of V(G) and that G is the covering graph of 
(V(G), -=). 
Although all subgraphs (respectively, homeomorphs) of orientable graphs are 
orientable, a graph with an orientable subgraph (re.;pectively, orientable 
homeomorph) need not itself be orientable. After all, all graphs with nonempty 
edge sets have sub<graphs (respectively, homeomorphs) that are p:lths (respec- 
?ively, bipartite graphs), whence, orientable. 
The concept of graph retraction afiords a rather simple sohrtion to <,I special 
case of the kentability problem [ 141: a graph G is orientable as 2 dirtributiue 
lattice of length n if and only if G is a retract of thie n-tfimewion,al cube and 
diam(G) = n (see Fig. 7)“. 
* N.B. Wavy underlined letters or numbers in figures correspond to bolcl face letter; or r umber-s in 
the text. 
Notes to Seczian 2 
’ We sketch a proof by induction on lPl= n 2 3, where PE X. tit mm F 
(min P) denote the subset of ma&al (m&&al) e&en& of. p’&j let ext’p = . L . _ 
m& P.U tiin “I? As ‘Jj his c+nnected; there is, for &y & ,y i P, ‘a&&e &&&ing x 
and $ We may choose F-{i y}Eext k ‘In fact;‘?‘& c&nected ‘if and only $ &xt p 
is (annected. Moreover, it is e&y to see that thcre‘is x E e& I?- X’E max$, sqy, such 
that ext P - {x} ‘is connected. It follows that ext(P -{x}) is connected, whence 
P-(x} is ctjnnected. 
By induction, there is an order-presaging map f of a fence F= {u,, b, . . . , uk) 
onto P-{x} with k ~2(n - 1) -3. We may suppose that F= Fk (k odd) (cf. Fig. I). 
Let A = {y E P 1 y <x}, let 13 = max f-‘(A), and adjoin an element b to F such 
that AUNT} has the additional ~rnp~ab~i~s b > u for each u E B. 
Now choose i least such that q E B. If u, ~max FS let F’= {q, tt,, e . *, ~)i_~, 
p, q,2ti4t l l l I ak) = F”+2 and let f’ be the map of F’ to F U (b) prescribed as follows: 
f’(V)=Uj if V=Vj (i=1,2,***,k); f’(@)=Z$-1 if U=P; f’(B)=b if U=q* II! 
4 E min F, let F’ = (v?,, ~2, , . t , vi-l, p, 4, vi, . . . , Y,)S I$+2 and define f’ of F’ to 
FU(b)aSfOllOWS: f'(V)=Uj ifV=Vj ~=1,2,~**,Fr);f~V)=~ ifU=p;f'(V)=b 
if V = q. In either case, if the map f” of FU{b} to P is given by f” f F = f and 
f”(B)= x, then f” 0 f’ is an order-preserving map of the fence F’ onto P and 
[F’I~2n-3. 
2 More precisely, if P is an ordered set and 0 is an orderable partition of P then 
there is an ordered set P/e and an order-ptvserving map fe of P onto P/e such that, 
$r any ordered set Q and for any order-preserving map f of P onto Q with 3 = 8 
there is a one-to-ounce, order-preserving map g of P/e onto Q that satisfies f = gof* 
Let fI be defined by f@(x) = Pi if x E Pi, where Pf$ ={P, 1 i E I). 
Let f be an order-preserving map of it-‘ onto Q such that 8 = 3; say, Q = 
(qi 1 i E I} and f(Pi) = {Q} (i E I). Finally, define the map g of P/e tc Q by g(e) = 4i 
(i E lj. 
3 If P and Q are lattices and f is a (lattice) homomorphism then, xcordir:q to 
the “First Isomorphism Theorem”, P& = Q. ft is an interesting and useful fact 
that if, in addition, Q is countable then there is a weak ern~dd~g (see 2.4) g of 
Q to P such that fog = ido. ~uiv~ent~y, there is a system of distinct representa- 
tives of the Bf-blocks of P which, with the induced ordering, is i~~}rno~bj~ to Q. 
4 ~ardin~ity considerations aside, this fact supercedes the fact of 2.2. 
Our proof of this fact requires a “~ansitivi~” property of quotients: if P, 0, 
and la are oTde~ed SW, Q is iso~o~hi~ ts a ~~oti~~t uf P, and R is i~u~~~~i~~ to a 
~zt~~e~t of Q then R is ~~o~o~hi~ to a quotient of P 
There exist or&r-preserving maps f and g, with f of P onto Q and g of 8 onto 
R such that P&s Q, Qle, = R under the maps f-‘(q) + 4 (4 E Q), g-‘(r) + P 
( TE I?), respectively. Then h = g of is an order-preserving map of P onto R. TO 
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show that P/Oh = R it is enough to prove that r < r’ in R implies h-’ (t) =Z K’(r’) in 
P/&. The details are straightforward. 
To prove that a finite ordered set P is a quotient of a: fence, we proceed by 
induction on \P\. Choose x E inax P so that P -{x} is connected. Let F be a fence, 
let 8 be an orderable partition of F satisfying F/O = P-(x}, and let f be the 
order-preserving map of F onto P-(X} induced by this isomorphism. With 
A = {y E P 1 y <x} snd B = max(f-‘(A)) = {z,, z2,. . . , z,,), we construct an or- 
dered set Q =FU{u,, u2,. . . 9 4) with ordering induced by that of F and the 
comparabilities 4 > Zi (i = 1,2, . . . , n). Let f’ be the order-preserving map of Q 
to rP defined by f’ 1 F = f and f’( 4) = x (i = 1,2, . . . , n). Since P - (x} = F/e, 
P = Q/e,.. 
By the “transitivity property” of quotients, it is enough to prove that Q is a 
quotient of some fence. Suppose that F = {x,, x2, . . . Y 4,:) has endpoints x1, x, 
and xi < %+I, %+I > xi+2 or Xi > ~i+~, %+I c xi+2 (P: = 1,2, . . . , m - 2). Also, let ele- 
ments of B be labelled so that z1 = x,,, z2 = x,,, . ..P z, =xi, where i,Ci,<. . Xi,. 
Suppose that z1 = xi1 is maximal in F. If z1 = x1 then let Qi = IQ -{u,}) U (yl, yz} 
be ordered by the comparabilities of Q and y, > y i, y, < xi. Define a map fi of Qi 
to Q fv flW = Y for Y # yl, y2, fdyd = x1, and fl(y2! = wl. Then WOp Q. 
Suppose that z1 j, x1, that is, z1 is not an endpoint of F. Xow let Qz = 
(Q-h, u,W~y,, ~2,..-9 y5} be ordered by the comparabilities of’ Q and xi,+ < 
YI, YI>YZ, Y~<Y~,Y~)Y~, y4<y5, ~+xi,+~. Define a map f2 of Q2 to Q by 
fW=v for y#y1,y2,... 9 YS, f2(yl) = xi,,f;.(y2) =+1:2(y3\ = ul, f2(y4) = ~,-I-1: 
f2(y5) i q, (cf. Fig. 8). It follows that Q,&= Q. 
If Zl = xi1 is minimal in F, we can proceed similarly to show that +;3 is a quotient 
of an ordered set whose elements are a fence together with (u2, ELM, . . , u,,}. 
By induction on n we conclude that Q is a quotient of a fence. 
‘This useful fact is part of the folklore of ordered sets. 
For an ordered set P, 2”’ denotes the (Pi-fold product ojt the two-element chain 
2 or, equivalently, the lattice of order-preserving maps of antichain A of 
cardinality IPI (labelled as P) to 2. For x E P, let f, denote the map of A to 2 given 
by f,(y) = 0 if and only if y s x in P. The map that associates fx with x for each 
x E P is a weak embed.ding of P to 2*. 
P 14 = fp("3) 
xi1 - 2= A (Xi, - (2) 
‘!I- = f2( q 1 - r2c Y2) ‘= f2( &I 
If xi1 +2==~2(W1+21 . \r v ,I 
X,,‘ t-- 'ml-1) xi,+1=12(v4)=j21,yil+l) 
Fig. 8. 
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6 If g is a retra ction of P onto Q and Ct is fixed point free automorphism of Q 
then hog is a fixed point free map of P to P Conversely, if f is a fixed point free 
map of a finite ordered set P to itself then there is a .positive integer R such that 
r(P) = pf’(P)? where f’ = f and fl+’ = fo$. Then f’ =f 1 f”(P) is an automorph- 
ism of r(P). Moreover, for some positive integer k, (f’)” is the identity map of 
Q =p(P). Finally, f”” is a retraction map of P onto Q and f’ is a fixed point free 
automorphism of Q. 
’ 0. Ore [43] posed the problem, still open, of characterizing covering graphs of 
ordered sets. Partial results are, in the main, concerned with covering graphs of 
lattices. For instance, Alvarez [I.1 *described the covering graphs of modular 
lattices of finite length (cf. KM. Lcuesjan [39], [QQ], [413>. J Jabubik [28], [29] 
(cf. [ 111) showed that lattice orierit.ations of the covering graph of a modular 
lattice L of finite length are intimately tied to direct product decompositions of L 
and that every lattice orientation of C(L) is modular; D&us and Rival [ll] prove 
a similar result for geometric lattices. 
‘H. Gr&sch [24] has shown that triangle-free planar graphs are 3-chromatic; 
consequently, they are orientable. 
3. Representation and irredueii 
3.1. Introduction 
The purpose of this section is three-fold: first, to show by way of examples that 
our structure theory overcomes the inadequacies of certain obvious approaches 
(cf. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4); second, b consider some of the finer points of our 
terminology particularly in relation to the matter of the existence of “canonical” 
renrzscntations (cf. 1.2, C2); ‘third, to compare our structure theory with the . 
subdirect representation theory of general algebra. 
For notational convenience we write %‘a Q for P is a retract of Q. 
A. Representation. A representation nf an ordered set P is a family (Pi 1 i E I) of 
ordered sets such that Pi d P for each i E A’ and P<ifiEI Pi. 
A reformulation of A is often useful. Recall, for ordered sets P and Q an 
order-preserving map f of P to Q is called a coretrcactiopn if there is a retraction g 
of Q onto P such that gof is the identity map on P; U is called a cowtract of P. 
So, (Pi 1 i E I) is a representation of P if and only if P is a coretract of each Pi and 
fli,, Pi is a coretract Of P 
The ordered set 1 ha,s only trivial representations. We shall for convenience 
assume, unless it is explicitly noted otherwise, that when we speak of a represen- 
tation (Pi 1 i E I) of an ordered set P, both jPJ > 1 and, for each i E I, IPi(> 1. 
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B. Ineducibility. An ordered set P is inedrscibie if for every representation 
(Pi 1 i E I) of P, P 4 Pi fOP some i E 1. Of COUI%, E’ is dledl r~eclwibie if P is IlOt 
irreiducible. 
3.2. Examples of wpresentations 
In this section we give several examples of representation: of ordered sets. 
Example 1. (PI, P2) is a representation of P. See Fig. 9, 
P Pl sP2&3 
Pi a P(i= 1,2) P 6P1 XP2 
Fig. 9. 
Exii;npk 2. (PI, Pz) is a representation of P. See Fig. 10. 
p? ,z PlX.P2 
Pl OP P-2 aP P QP1 XF’2 
Fig. 10. 
is a reprzsenttition of P. See Fig. 11. 
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Pl ““C&j 
Pj IP 
P2’2 
Pq qP 
Fig. 11. 
Pl XP2 
P 4P1 XP2 
Example 4 (PI, P2, Ps, P4) is a representation of I? See Fig. 12. 
P P,-=~(iel.2,3,4 PlxP2xP3xPpg 
Pj OP Pep 
Fig. 12. 
Example 5. Let (Pi 1 i E I) be a family of ordered sets wiTh I = IV, the nonnega- 
tive reals, Pa=ti, Pi S2 (i >O). Define a map f of 08’ to niE;I Pi as f0110WS: for 
t~lR+ and i>O 
Vi ‘f(r) = 
1 ifrl,i, I 0 ifr+i, 
and ?r,of(r> is the greatest integer less than Or equal to r. Ixt a map g of L’liaI Pi to 
R’ be given by 
for p E &,I Pi. N&x that f(r)~ p implies PST&) + 1. That g is well-deBned 
now follows from xhe conditional completeness of R+ [any ~o~empty subset of 08’ 
eve has a supremum in R’, and dually]. It is easy to see that 2 
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and u are retracts of R’, that g and f are both order-?~r~se:rvin~ and that gaf is 
the identity map on IX’. I-Ience, (Pi 1 i E I) is a representation of IRS. The family 
(Pi 1 i > 0) cannot be a representation of R+. It is easy to verify that any retract of 
a complete lattice must be a complete lattice 
Example 6. AnotIzr representation of IR’ can be constructed by choosing (Pi 1 i E 
1) where d=R+ and Pi={i,2i,...,ni , . . .). Define a map 1p of R+ 10 niQI Pi by 
vi of(r) = ki where ki s I < (k + l)‘i; for each p E ni,, Pi let 
Then g is a retraction of ni%, Pi onto R’ and f is a coretraction of R’- into nicl Pi 
such that gof is the identity map on IR’. 
A dual construction gives a representation of K, the non-positive reals. Then 
(R+, Iw-) is a r epresentation of R (cf. Example 2). 
Example 7. (F& 1 k = 1,2,. . .) is a representation of F, (cf. Figs. 1 and 5). 
For elements x, y of a connected ordered set P there is a finite ferrce F 
contained in P such that X, y E F. For an arbitrary ordered set P (possibly 
disconnected) we define the distance function 4, of P X P to N ui (00) by 
d,(x,y)=inf{IFI-llx,y~FrP,F is a fence}. 
Let Fzk = {1,2,. . . ,2k} with comparabilities 1~ 2,2 > 3, . . .2k - 2 =Z 2k - 1, 
2k -1 :2k, and let F, ={l, 2,. . . , PI,. . .) with comparabilities, 1<2,2> 
3 - - , 2n-2>2n-1, 2n-1<2n,.... 
gI;e” by 
Let f be the map of rl, to K = n F& 
rk Of(n) = 
min(2k -- I, n} if n is odd, 
min{2k, n} if n is even; 
that is, f(n)=(l,3,5 ,..., rz-2,&n,...) if a is odd and f(n?- 
(2,4,6 ,..., n-2,n,n ,... )ifn iseven. 
We constUwct an order-preserving map of K to F,. Let i denor:e ( 1, 1, 1, . . .) E 
K. For Xi: K let g(Z) = n + 1 if d&i, jc) = n, and let g(g) = 1 if d&i, x’) =:a~. Let 
Xsy’ in K, and let &-(I, x’)= n. Then &(I, jQ is n - 1, n, or n i.1. IIf n is even 
then g(X) = n + 1 s g(y). If n is odd, then there is a fence (i = Go, iii, . . . , ii,, = x’} 
contained in P such that &,c r&, ii1 > i&, . . . , ii,,+< zl,,; hence, &(I, y’r ~ii. If 
&(I, jj) = ii then g(X) = g(y’). If &(I, y) = n- 1 then there is a fence 
(I= i&), 61,. . . , i&g = 7) such that o0 < fir, fll > ir2, . . . , *jn_2 :> i$,- 1. This implies 
that dK( i, x’) = n - 1, a contradiction. Therefore, g is order-lbreserrving. 
Finally, we show that gof is the identity map on F,. Any o:rder-pres.erving map 
h of a connected ordered set P to an ordered set (p satisfies dC3 (h ( p), i9 (p’)) s 
d,(p, p’) for all p, p’ (cf. [46]). Thus, 
n-l=& w (1, n)~dK(f(l),f(n))=dK(i,f(n)), 
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and 
We conclude that g of(n) = n for all n E I$.* 
3.3. Examy!* . of irwiucibles 
We give sepreral examples of irreducitle ordered sets. (Demonstrating that au 
ordered set is irreducible sometimes requires detailed, technical considerations. 
These we defer to later sections.) 
Example 1. The only irreducible, nontiuial, complete lattice is the wo-element 
chain. 
Since 2 has only 2 and 1 as retracts, 2 is irreducible. 
L.et I_. be a complete lattice. For each x E L let the map f, of I, to 2 be defined 
by f=(y)=0 if yC~,Jrxiy)=l if y$_~ Then f, given by rr,of=fX, is a weak 
embedding of L to the direct power 21L’. The map g of 21Li to L given by 
g(t) = sup(x E L f f(x) s 2) 
is order-preserving and gof is the identity map on L. Thus, I, has a representation 
by )I,(-many two-element chains. 
Example 2. The only irreducible, nontriuial, antichain is the two-element antichain. 
Obviously, 2 [the unordered two-element set] is irreducible. 
If A is any antichain then any one-to-one map of A to 2A is a coretraction. 
Example 3. Every finite fence is irreducible (see 6.4). 
Example 4. Every crown is in-&&&z2 (see 6.4). 
Example 5. The chain o gf natural numbers i  irreducible. 
If ~1 is reducible then it has a representation (P, 1 i E 1) where I’i E R(U) and 
o # R(P,) for all i E I. Then Pi is a finite chain, so J&,, I’i is a complete lattice. 
However, every retract of a complete lattice is complele, yet o is not complete. 
Hence, o is irreducible; by duality, wd is also irreducible. 
It is interesting to observe that the ordereu set of integers (with the usual 
ordering) is reducible (see Fig. 10). 
Note that a CF9 1 the successor 01’ UB, is a complete lattice and, consequently, 
o @ 1 is reducible. In fact, every SUCCCSYO~ ordinal is reducible. 
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Example 6. The linear sum o @od of the chains o and 3” is irreducible. 
To see this it is enough to observe that every retract of w 3~)~ is either a 
complete lattice or isomorphic to o @ md. 
3.4. The finite representation theorem 
At this writing the following important problem remains umzsolved. 
Frobkm I.. Does every ordered set have a representation by irreducible ordered 
sets?” 
We can, however, prove 
Theorem 3.P. Every finine ordered set has a representation by finitely m.any finite, 
irreducihIe ordered sets.4 
The proof of the theorem relies on the following “compactness lemma” for 
representations. 
Lemma 3.2. Let P, Q and Qi (i E I) be finite ordered sets. If P is a retruct of fl,.EI 0, 
and if each Qi is weukly embeddubie in Q then there is a finite subset (1, 2,. . . , n] 
of I such that P is a retract of l-I:=, Qk. 
Proof. Let f be a coretraction of P to nisr Qi, let g be a retraction of n,i,;l Qi to P 
such that gof is the identity map on P, and let k be a weak embedding oi Qi to Q 
for each i E 1. Let fi = Ti of. 
Since P and Q are both finite, the partitions Q and p of I defined by 
and 
i = j(q) Z and only if Jli(Qi)= ei(Qi), 
i = j(p) if and cnly if ,l ofi = &ofi, 
each have a finite number of blocks. We take (1,2,. . . , n} to be a system of 
reprel;entatives for the common refinement 7 of TJ and p 
For each qEflE=, Qk let q’EfliEIQi be given by ?ri(l;r’)=~CI;‘a~~(~~((l)) where 
i = k(T). Now, let g’ be the map of nt=, Qk to P defined by g’(q) =: g(q ). To see 
that g’ is order-preserving, we must show that q G r in yT;t=, Qk implies q’S r’ in 
II,<, Qi- AS nk(~tl S 7rk(r) for k = 1,2,. . . , n, and & is a wvcak embelddi,lg for all 
i E Z, 7T,(q’J = $;‘!0&.(71l,(q))C ~;‘~q9k(~k(r))) = Ti(r’) for all i El. 
Obviously, f’, given by am = fks for k = 1,2,. . . , n, is an order-preserving 
map of P to n; =1 Qq. Moreover, for p E P and i = /C(T), k = 1,2, , . . ‘, n, 
hence, g’of’fp) =: goffp) = p. We conclude tlmt f’ is a coretiaction, g’ is a retrac- 
tion and g’of’ is the identity map on I? B 
Proof of lkorem 3.1. Let P be a finite, cible ordered set and let (Pi 1 i E.I). be 
a representation of P where each Pi is *‘prop& retract df I? By the definition of 
representat@n, the hypotheses-of Lemma X2 arev satisfied, hen=, we may ,choose 
the index set I tc? be (lr 2,. . . , n}. Let f be a coretraction of P to a?=, Pi and let g 
be a retraction such that g of is the identity map on I? 
We proceed by induction on IPi to show that P has a representation by a finite 
number of irmxhcible ordered cets. 
As & (i=1,2,..., n) is a proper retract of P, we have, by induction, a 
representation (Pij 1 j = 1,2, . . . , t+) of Pi whew Pii is irreducible (i = I, 2, . . . , tt ; 
i = 1,2, * . . , 4). LRt fi IX a coretraction of Pi to ~YL, Pij and :et g be a retraction 
such that g& is the identity map on Pi (i = 1,2,. . . s n). It is straightioxward to
check that f’= (fl, f2,. . . , f,)of is a coretraction of P to nT=, (&&)Pq and that 
g’ = g”Qh %2, l l l 9 g,,) is a retraction satisfying ’of is the identity map on P. 
Of course, PijER(Pi)CR(P), So (Pi, Ii=1,2,...,n; j=1,2,...,?4 is 2 rep- 
resentatioil of P by a finite number of finite irreducibles. 
Problem 2. Is the representation of an ordered set P by irreducibles unique, in the 
sense that, if (Pi 1 i E I) and (Pj 1 i E J) are representations of B by irreducibles then, 
for each i E I, there is some i E J Such tht Pi 4 Pj?’ 
.3.5. Commentary 
It is the purpose of this subsection to record certain remarks of a heuristic 
nature aimed at rationatlizing the two central terms of our theory: representation 
and irreducibility (cf. 1.2 and 1.3). 
The exclusive use of order-preserving maps for a structure theory of ordered 
sets has many pitfalls. In 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 we have seen that certain obvious 
classification schemes fashioned in this way Ir=ad to a scarcity of “irreducibles” and 
hence “not enough” classes (cf. 1.2, Cl). 
Remark 1 (Tht idea of subdirect representation). It is instructive to turn to general 
algebra for a bearing on our problem. There is an idea, formulated originally by 
G. Birkhoff, which initiates an effective structure theory and classification scheme 
for arbitrary algebraic systems. 
iii. Subdirect representation. A subdirect representation of an algebra % is an 
txdered pair ((ai 1 i E I), f) where (%i 1 i E I) is a family of algebras and f is an 
embedding [one-to-one homomorphism] of % into the direct product fl8i such 
rhat each projection map niof is a homomorphism of % onto &. 
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The idea invol wes three essential ingredients: homomorphic image, subalgebra, 
and direct product. These, of course, depend ~zpon the choice of morphisnls used 
in the algebraic theory: homomorphisms (operation-preserving ma:ss). It is our 
thesis that an effective structure theory for ordered sets can be ibased on this idea 
of subdirect representation together with the concept of retraction. A retraction 
records information about a subset (subalgebrd,) azd an order-preserving image 
(homomorphic image)‘. This two-sided feature of the concept of retraction makes 
it attractive for our purposes. 
Remark 2 (The factors). In a structure theory for a mathematical system each 
“piece” in a representation is linked in some natural way to the :zystem it 
represents. For a subdirect representation ((%i 1 i E I), f) of an algebra a, each 
factor Vii is a homomorphic image of 8. For direct product repres’entations 
((\11, 1i E I), f) of ‘&, ‘B~~i,z%iV each factor %z is isc*t;iorphic to a rubalgebra of 
$LI (provided that there are one-element subalgebras:. Whether this link between 
each “piece” of a representation and the object it represents is b:f way of 
subalgebras or homomorphic images, it seems natural to require, for ordered set 
representations (Pi 1 i E I) of an ordered set P, that each Pi be a retract of A? 
Note that from P~flz~z Pi it does not follow that Pz 4P f.w each i E I. The 
orderec! set 2+2 illustrated in Fig. 13 is a retract of the direct product 2 X P’,, but 
F3 is not a retract of 2+ 2. (2, F3) is not a representation of 2 +2. 
Remark 3 (Projection map as the zsomozphism). It is customary to define “ir- 
reducibility” for algebras as follows. 
E. Subdirect irreducibility. An algebra %!l is subdirectly irreducible if, for each 
subdirect representation (((21, 1 i E I), f), ri of is an isomorphism of p1 onto ‘uz for 
some i E 1. 
An analogous prescription for “irreducibility” of ordered sets leads to 3n 
uncomfortable consequence. 
B’. An ordered set P is B’-irreducible if, for every representation (Pi 1 i; E I) of P 
and for every wretraction f of P to nieI Pi there is some i E I such that Riof is an 
isomorphism of P onto Pi. 
p 6 0 0 % \ A L b 
z+1? 2 F3 2 .r( f3 
~+~.e2x 5 
Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 14. 
Is w = (0, 1,2, . . .} I&reducible or B’-irreducible? The map f of o to w x w 
defined by 
f(k) I C%, Ik) if k is even, = (&k+l),$(k-1)) if k isodd 
is a coretraction (see Fig. 14), qi of, i = 1,2, is a retraction of o onto mi of(~), and 
neither is an isomorphism. Therefore, o is IV-reducible. However, for every 
representation (Pi 1 i E I) of P there is sode Pi sa (cf. 3.3, Example 5). 
Remark 4 (Isomorphism of a factor). !Not so 
“subdirect irreducibility”. 
widely used is this variation of 
I’. An algebra % is I’-subdirectly inedtccible if, 
((%i 1 i E I), f) Of %, 9Ys 9li for some i E I.’ 
for each subdirect representaPion 
We have demonstrated earlier (cf. Remark 3) that the analogue of H for wr 
struct.ure theory is awkward. What about the analogue of I’? 
B”. AC; ordered set 4r is B”-iweducib!e if, ior each representation (Pi 1 i E I), P s Pi 
for some i E I. 
What makes this notion of irreducibility unsatisfactory for ordered sets is the 
concomitant existence of an ordered set which would have no representation by 
B”-irreducible orde:red sets. Indeed, the ordered set consisting of all nonempty 
subsets of N ordered by set inclusion has no representation by B”-irreducibles, 
yet, it is irreducible. R 
*sqdeB alp.wd!q ~03 A.~oaq) amw~.~ls E30 wed SB 
sqder% pa)mqpun u! sqisd 103 ilnsa3 snoLaoIeuB uz pauyiqo seq 113~. ‘d [9z] UI ( 
f UOlJI2S 01 Si3lON 
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*5 
The five-element ordered se-t N5 illustrated in Fig. 15 has a representation 
(pi 1 i = 1,2,3) with each Pi ~2. As a lattice it is well-known that N5 has no 
+= p=l A31 
Pi ONE 
Fig. 15. 
nontrivial subdirect representation. 
Moreover, our representation concept would not lilcely be of much use in 
algebraic considerations even if the retraction aspect were more fully exploited. 
S’. An S’-represeatation of an algebra % is an ordered triple ((‘%i 1 i E I), f, g) such 
that ((%i 1 i E I), f) is a suhdiiect representation of 91 and g is a homomorphism of 
n %i to % satisfying goJ is the identity map on R. 
Let us apply S’ to some familkr lattices: chains. The three-element chain 3 (as 
algebra) has precisely two nontrivial homomorphic images, each isomorphic to 2. 
Yet, 3 is not a homomorphic image of any power of 2, whence, 3 could halve no 
S’-representation. Indeed, no fiinite chain (as algebra) can have such a nontrivial 
representation. 
Why is this unsatisfactory? Our classification scheme for algebras wou.d disting- 
uish all finite chains. In short, there are “too many” uninteresting classes (cf. 1.2, 
Cl). 
7 This isomorphism need not be fi, for any i E I. 
Evidently, an algebra F!l that is subdirectly irreducible is I-s&directly irreduci- 
ble. Now, let Ql be I-s&directly irreducible and not subdirectly irreducible. Let 
(0% I i E 11, f) be a subdirect representation of 9L where each %i is subdirectly 
irreducible. 
Since % is I’-subdirectly irreducible, 9x=%, for some i E I md, as subdirect 
irreducibility is isomorphism invariant, we conclude that ?I, tad, must be sub- 
directly uretirlcible. This is a contradiction. 
i’herefore, the two definitions li and ‘, of subdirect irreducibility, are 
equivalent. 
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8 Let P = 2” -{(b). To see that P is not B”-irreducible let P1 = {S E tV f 14 S} UN 
and observe first that P1 QP. (The map g of P onto P1 defined by g(S) = S if 
f E P1 and g(S) = N if 1 E S is a retraction.) Let (r be the map of N to fN defined by 
cr(n) = n + 1. Then the map f of P to Pi given by f(S) = {o(s) 1 s E S} is a 
coretraction. Therefore, (Pr) is a representation of P and since P+ P1, P cannot 
be B”-irreducible. 
Suppose now that 1’ does have a representation (,Pi 1 i E I) in which each Pi is 
B”-irreducible; evidently P$ Pi for each i E I. Let f be a coretraction of P to 
nicr Pi and let U={fi 1 IZ EN}, where fi = N--(n). Then ($9, U) is a gap of P (see 
5.3). According to Proposition 5.1 there is an i,~ I such that (n,of@), r~of( U)) is 
a gap of Pk, in particular, q,_,o f( II)* = 8. We claim that q,,of is an embedding of P 
to I?,:. Otherwise, there are S, TE P such that S$ T and qr,of(S) 6: Ir,c)f(‘I’). Then 
there is an integer k such that k E. S and k& T so, ?r,of({k}) < :rr,of(,S) SE ?rbof(T) G 
7Ti00f( E>. But, for all y1# k, &k) G fi implies wkof({k}) < n,of(fi); therefore, 
~of({k})~ n;,of( U)* which is impossible, so q,,of must be an embedding of P 
into Pk. In fact, Pa Pb. To see this consider the map h olF Pb to #z&P)= p 
defined by 
h(x) = inf U(x), 
mo,+u? 
where U(x) = {y E mbof(P) 1 y 3 a:}. 
If this intknum does not exist for some x E Pi, then q,,ofd,U) E U(x), whence 
x E w&(U), b icln is, of course, impossible. It follows that h is well-dlefined; it is 
easy to see that h is, in fact, a retraction. In summary, F’Q Pba I? In particular, 
(P) is a representation of Pi, but, as Pi, is B”-irreducible, it follows that Pbs P 
which contradicts our hypothesis. 
kn fact, it follows from this argument that P = 2N -{$!l} is irreducibk. 
This example notwithstanding we do not know whether every reducible ordered 
set has a representation by irreducibles (cf. Problem 1). 
4. Order v&et&s 
4.1. Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to outline our progress on the problem of 
classifying ordered sets. 
The central term of our scheme is this. 
C. Order variety. An order VU ' --,q is a class .% of orderer sets which entrains all 
retracts of members of X and all direct products of non - void families of members 
of St. 
For algebraic systems there is a notion of “variety” as a class of algebras which 
is clcsed under the formation of homomorphic images, subalgebras, ancl direct 
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products. Insofar as a retraction simultaneously presents &formation about a 
subset (subalgebra) about aa order-preserving image (homomorphic mage) 
our term wiet variety resembies ra%r ckkelythe~corresponding-algebraic one. 
Following convention, call X an operator if, for every class 91F of ordered sets, 
X(X) is also a class of ordered sets. If both X and Y are operators then XY 
defined by XY(X) = X(Y(98)) is a&o an operator. 
For our immediate purposes, two operators are required: for a class x of 
ordered sets l@(Z) consists of all retracts of members of 91t and P(%) consists of all 
direct products of nonvoid families of members of SK 
Let X2 stand for KIK: 
Lemma 4J.. Let X be Q class of ordered sets. Then R?(X) = R(X), P2(X) = P(X) 
iatd PR(X) s RP(3r). 
Proof. That w?(srt) = R(sU) and P2(%) = 3?(x) follows immediately from the prop- 
erties of retracts and products. 
Let Q be a member of PR(X). Then there is a nonvoid family (Qi i i E I) of 
ojldered sets such that Q sjIial Qi and, for each i E I, there existi Pi E X and a 
retraction gi of Pi onto Qi. It is easy to check that the map g of bEI Pi to I[IiEI Qi 
given by 
for p E n,Er Pip i E I, is a retraction of &El Pi onto nief Qi. Hence, Q E RP(3C). Cl 
In our chosen notation, a class 9y of ordered sets is an order variety if R(x) c x 
and P(st) G 9y. 
The class 9 of all ordered sets is an order variety and, if (Sri 1 i f I) is a family 
of order varieties then n(Vi 1 i E I) & alsc an order variety. 
For a class 3K of ordered sets, let 3P denote the smallest order varieej 
containing every member of 3iT; 3V is the order uatiefy gtirteruted Iby 9iG. 
P~OPOS~IB 42. For any class X of onted sets, Xv = RP(X). 
mf. By Lemma 4.1, R(RP(X)) = RP(X) and each member of P(RP(SIF)) is a 
member of R(PP(sC)) = SF(%). It follows that RP(sIc) is an order variety. If Kd’ is 
any order variety containing ST then, of cum, every member of (Xj is a 
member of %‘. Therefalre, Z”’ = RP(x). Cl 
In particular, it follows that, if Q is a member of the order variety (P)i’ 
generated by an ordered set P then Q is a retrxt of a power of P. 
4.2. Examples of order varieties 
For a class 91E of ordereLT sets we use to desir$ate the operator that associates 
with x all of its irreducible embers. 
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Exmqnle 1 (Complete lattices). The class c& of all complete lattices is an order 
zwiety. Moreover, the only irreducible members of c& are ehe two-elenwnt and the 
one-element ckains ; that is, I(%) = {1,2}* 
Since direct products of complete lattices are complete and each retract of a 
complete lattice is complete, ;& is an order variety. In &ample 1 of 3.3 we have 
shown that 2 is the only irreducible, nontrivial, complete lattice; herxe, I(%) = 
n, 21. 
Example 2 (Antichains). The class & of all antichains is ar! order variety. 
Moreover, the only irreducibk, nontrivial, member of Se is the two-element wtichain 
2; that is, Z(d) = {I,%}. 
Obviously, R(.s@ E s4 and P(d) E s&, so d is an order variety. Also, aci?arding 
to our remarks in Example 2 of 3.3: 2 is the only irreducible, nontrivial, member 
of s4. 
Example 3 (Fences). For a positive integer n, the or4 r variety generared by F;, is 
properly contained in the order variety generated by F,,,. Moreover, 
w%+,Y) = El+J WEX). 
This requires certain technical considerations which we postpone (see 6.9. 
Example 4 (Crowns) Let n 2 2 and m a 2 be distinct integers. The oder vatiety 
generated by, Czn is not contained in the order variety geK.erated by C;,. Morcovea:, 
z((c2,,)‘) ={c,,, Fn+I, Fff +,) u Wn)“) (see 6-5). 
Example 5 ( Well ordered sets). The irreducible 
generated by o are 1, 2, and w; that is, 
members of tlCe o *der variety 
To see this we first record an item of a syntactical nature. If P is an 
infimum-complete lattice then every member of {P}” is an irrfitnum-compllete 
lattice. ’
Now, let P be an irreducible member of {&. Then there is a coretractiojn f r!bf P
to ni,, Pi, where each Pi is isoinr>rphic to QJ. It follows that F’ is an infimum- 
complete lattice. If, in addition, t’ has a greatest element then it is a oomplete 
lattice, that ‘c, (P)” c (2)” and P= 2. Otherwise, P contains a chain C = 
J ,Cl -=c2+ * *} with no upper bound in P. If each ni of(C) has a grea?est element 
Ui E pi then g(a), where g is a retraction associated with f and a E niez .?i satisfies 
n,( a I = ai, is an upper bound of C in P. Therefore, vi of(C) is -Infinite fl)r s(me 
i E 1. Then C contains a subset C’ = (c)l Cc; < l l 0) unboqunded in P and isomor- 
phic to o. It is easy to see that C’ is a retract of P (cf. 2.5). It follows that 
(PI 1 i E I) is a representatiakn of P and, as F is irreducible, PG R(m), _sq, P s 1, 
P=2, or P=o. 
Exampie 6. The irredwible members of the order variety generated by ~03~~ are 
1, 2 aPtd o@od; that is, 
Let PE I({@ 88 ad)‘). Then there is a coretraction f of P to fiiel Pi where each 
Z’i sw @ gd. Let us suppose that P is not complete; then P contains a chain 
C = A $ B where A is increasing and well ordered, B is decreasing and dually 
well ordered, and there is no x E P such that a s x s b for all a E A, b E B. 
Note that A # 8 # B since P must have a least and a greatest element (cf.‘). As 
in Example 5, there is some i E I, such that wi of(c) is not complete and hence 
mi of(C) SO $ od. In fact, ni of(A) ~0 and +rri ~fllg)r~~. Then A contains a 
subset A’=o not bounded above in A and B contains a subset B’=od not 
bounded belour in B. Then A’ @B’ is a retract of r” (cf. 2.5). Again, (Pi { i E I) is a 
representation of P, and since P is irreducible, ‘I is a retract of w 8) od. 
4.3. Tke ianice of ordzr varieties 
We have already observed that the intersection of a family (Vi 1 i E I) of order 
varieties is again zn order variety; moreover, the order variety of all ordered sets 
contains all other order varieties. In this sense, the collection of all order vti &es I 
with respect o inclusion, behaves much as a complete lattice. Class differences 
aside, we shall, for convenience, refer to this collection as a complete lattice.” 
We shall, where possible, describe order varieties by their irreducible membt:rs 
(cf. 1.2, C2). 
Theorem 4.3. The lattice ojF order ::.meries contains infinite chains. 
It foilows at once from Example 3 of 4.2 that 
(F,}” c (FJ” = l l . I= (F,)” c 9 - 9 .3 
orem The lattice of order varieties contains infinite antichains. 
It follows from Example 4 of 4.2 that 
{C$, (C,)y, . . . , (c&.}1’, . . . 
are pairwise noncomparabk. 
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lImorem 4.5. In the lattice of order varieties VW following couering ireZ&iom are 
satisfied : 
(i) if V> (lr then V = {2)v or V = (2)” ; 
(ii) for each even intleger n, 
(iii) for each odd integer n 3 3, 
(iv) for euch integer ft 5 2, 
Let P be an ordered set with IP\ > I. If there are eiements Q < b in P then 
(a, b}= 2 is a retract of P whence {P)” a(2)“. Otherwise, 1” is an antichain, so 
2 E R(P) and {P)’ > {2>Y. This proves (i). Thus, the least order variety (1.)’ is 
covered by precisely two order varieties. The proofs of the remaining covering 
relations arc considerably more involved (:-:ee 6.5). 
An ordinal a is regular if it is isomorphic to its cofinality. Recall, for ordered 
sets B and Q, P @ Q is their ordinal sum [p < q for each p E P and for each 
wQ1. 
Theorem 4.6. In the lattice 0,’ order uarieties each of the following order varieties 
covers (2)” : 
and for regular ordinals a and $, 
M”, (Bd)Y, (a@&Y, W$@Bd)V, {uCB$~)Y= 
Moreocler, arzy order variety V > (2)” contuins one of these order varheties. 
The coverirkg relations of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 are illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 16. (Of course; these results are far short of a complete descri.ption of the 
lattice of order varkties.) We postpone the technical Cletails of the proof to 5.6 
and 7. For now, we illustrate the theorem by outlining a proof of (0)y > {Z)y. 
Let V be a variety satisfying 
(0)1’ 3 V > (2) 
and let P be a member of ‘V that is not a complete latl:im. As 19~ &#’ it follows 
(cf. 4.2, Example 5) that o E (P). In particular, 
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Fig. 16. The lattice of order varieties. 
so V = {w)y. Similar arguments show that {wn)Y > @j” and that ((t, @ ud)Y > (2)” 
(cf. 4.2, Example 6): 
The class of all regular ordinals is a proper class. 
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4.4. Problems 
At this writing we have only fragmentary evidence for the following important 
questions. 
Probkzx 3. For order varieties V and V’ of ordered szts is 
I((sr u or’)“) = I(V) u I(V)? 4 
Problem 4. Zf P and P’ are irreducible nonisomorphic finite ordered sets is; 
f P,” # {P’}” ‘! 5 
Problem 5. Zf X is a finite set of finite ordered sets is I(W) c R(X)?6 
Notes to Section 4 
’ Let g be a retracticm_of P onto Q and suppose that P is infimum-complete.. 
For a subset S of Q, g(&. S) = As #S, that is, Q is i&mum-complete. That the 
direct product of a nonempty family of infumrm-complete lattices is infimum- 
complete follows from the fact that the i&mum is defined componentwise. 
Other such items: If an ordered set P satisfies any one of the following properties 
then every member of {P}’ satisfies that property: 
(i) P is supremum-complete; 
(ii) P I~crs a least element; 
(iii) P has a greatest element: 
(iv) P is a complete Iutice ; 
(VI every rr;arimal chain of P is complete. 
What do these logical sentences have in common (cf. C3 of 1.2 t? It is from such 
properties that we may expect a syntactical theory of ordered sets,. Specifically, we 
require the description of the logical sentences preserved under the formation of 
retracts and direct products. 
The following proper,ties of an ordered se,t P ar,e not preserved by all retracts: 
(vi) for euery maximal eiemenf x ~2 P and for every minimal ekment y t: P, .r 2 .y 
(cf. Fig. 17); 
(vii) for ecery x E P there is a maximal element X’E P such thtat x QX’ (cf. Fig. 
18). 
The following property of sn ordered set P is not nrr:served by all direct 
products: 
(viii) P is connected (cf. 6.6). 
2 According to a fundamental result due to Birkhoff [2] a class 9d of algebr:ls 
closed with respect to the formation of homomorphic images, subalgebras, and 
direct proaucts (that is, a variety) is actually an equationaE c,‘ass; that is, <there is a 
set of equations such that an algebra % satisfies each equation urn this set if and 
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Fig. 17. 
Q 
QaP 
only if PTG 911. The varieties (equational classes) of algebras (of a given type) can 
be ordered by inclusion. Again, the intersection of varieties is a variety and the 
class of all algebras (of the given type) is a variety. Since varieties can be 
interpreted as sets o1: equations and inc&ion as ‘*derivability”, the collection of 
all varieties is a set and, with res&U to set inclusion, a compiete~lattice. 
In contrast the class of all order varieties is, as we shall see (cf. Corollary 4.8), a 
prqm class. 
3 A variety need not be closed under duality. Indeed, (I$“# {F,.,}” if r. is odd 
(see 6.5). 
4 Since 2~ Y({F, 1 1,2, n = . . .)“) while 2$I((F,p), we have 
u I({&)“) #lr({F” 1 n =,l, 2,. . .Y) (cf. 6.6). 
n&l 
’ There are, however, infinite, irreducible, nonisomorphic ordered sets P and P’ 
which are “equivalent”, so {P)’ = (P’y (cf. 3.5, Remark 5). 
6 Each of the Problems 3, 4 and 5 has an afhrmative answer if ordered sets are 
replaced by certain types of aigebraic systems, irreducibility by subdirect irreduci- 
bility, and R by homoumrphic images of subalgebras. As an example, the answer 
to Problem 5 is affirmative for lattices. 
i 
8 
P Q 
CPP 
Fig. 18. 
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5.1. Introduction 
This section is about chains: about their representation ancl about their dassifi- 
cation. From our standpoint chilins are now more or less well undjerstood. The 
principal recults are these (see 5.5 and 5.6). 
I. Every chain has a unique representation by irreducible chains. 
II. Every irreducible chain is isomorphic to one of 1,2, a, gd, or ctll@ Bd, where 
a and $ are regular ordinals. 
III. If C is an infinite irreducible chain then (C)y > {2)“> -.l}“. 
IV. If C’ and D are infinite irreducible chains then {C)y := (Dy if aQd only if 
C=D. 
The proofs of these results turn on two ideas. 
The first is that of a “gap” (see 5.3 and 5.4). For a subset $2 of an ordered set P 
let 
S=(xEP(xGs forsome s&G), 
S=(x~PIxas for some sES}, 
S*=(xEP)xG3 for all sES}, 
and 
s” = (x E P 1 .x 2 s for all s E S}. 
An ordered pair (D, I./) of subsets of P is a gap of P if 
QcU,, kD*, and DVXJ*=@ 
Notice that if (D9 U) is a gap of P then neither sup D nor inf U exists in P. 
Moreover, if P is a chain then, for each x E P, either there is d E D such that x s d 
or there is u E U such that x > u. The concept of a gap is closely linked to the dual 
concept!-, of “cofinality” and “coinitiality”. A subset S of an oridered set P is 
cofinal for P if, for each x E P, there is s E S satisfying x G s; S is coinitial for P if, 
for each x E P, there is s E S satisfying x 3 s. Of course, if P is a chain without a 
greatest .:kment, then it contains a cofinal subset isomorphic to a regular ordinal. 
The second idea is this [ 151. 
Every maximal chain of an ordered set is a retract. 
-Let C be a maximal chain in an ordered set P. For each x E P set 
N(x) = (c K C 1 x is noncomparable with c). 
Then N(x) = P, if and only if x E C. Let u be a well ordering of C and define a map 
g of P onto C by g(x) = x if XE C, and g(j:) is the least element of N(x) with 
respect o the well ordering CR, if N(x) # $3. It ‘is a straightforward matter to verify 
that g is a retraction map, 
At this time the leading open questions about chains and their or,der varieties -- 
chain utzrieties - are these. 
Let Sd denote the order variety generated by all chains. 
Problem 6. Which ordered sets are members of M? 
Probkm 7. Which ordered sets have a representation by chains? 
The best results at present are these (see 5.7 and 5.8). 
V. Every member of WI is a lattice. 
VI. There are lakes which do not belong to c&R. 
VII. Euery lattice o$ finite width has a representation by kredlscible chains. 
5.2. An exampie 
Any discussion of chains must account for the familiar chains: the kite chains 
n; the natural numbers Ni; the integers Z; the rationals Q; the reals R. ‘With one 
exception-the rationals - we have already shown that each of these chains has a 
representation by irreducible chains (see 3.2 and 3.3). 
In fact, Q has a unique representation by the irreducibles o. wd, and tincounkz- 
bly many copies of 0 @od. The construction of this representation is more 
involved than that for I, N, b, or R. The idea of the cons&u&ion is the same as 
that encountered in representing an arbitrary chain by irreducible chains. In the 
lattice of order varieties, the initial segmen? consisting of the order varieties 
contained in {Q)’ is isomorphic to 1CB 23 (see Fig. 19). The remainder of this 
section is, in the main, an elaboration of these fact?. 
What is important is that 69 contains unb.Duntably many “irrational cuts”; that 
is, for each irrational number A ~64 there is an ordered pair (D,, U,) of subsets of 
Q such that sup Dh = A =inf UA and (D,, U,J is a gap of Q. In fact, for each 
“irrational cut” or gap (D,, U,, of Q there are s&se& D = o, U =wn of DA, U,, 
respectively, such that D is cofinal in Dk and U is coinitial in U,. Therefore, w is 
a retract of D&, ad is a retract of U,, and w $od is ;1 retract of DA U VA, whence 
of 69. 
For now let us restrict our attention to the rationals &PO in the unit interval 
0 =[O, l] of R. 
For each irrational 4 ic i, let A,<h., < - - - be an ascending sequence in 4 
converging to A, let A ’ > A I > * * - be a descending sequence in Q converging to A, 
that is, sup(Ai 1 i = 0, 1,2, . , .} = A = ir~f($_~ 1i = 0, 1,2, . . .). Let C, be the set union 
of the two sequences. Then CA =o @ wd. 
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A. (CA 1 A EO -Cl& is a representation of Q. 
Prsof. For each A E II -0, define a map f,, of Q, to CA by 
f&l) = 
sup{Ai 1 Ai Sq) if q<A, 
inf{A’ Ih’aqq) if q>A 
for each q EC&. Then fA is a retraction. Morl.:over, the map f of Q to K = 
&G+4 C, given by m, of = f, is an embedding. Obviously q s q’ implies f(q) C 
f(q’). If q$ q’ we may choose an irrational A swh that q’ <A <I q. Then 
fh(q’) = Ai < A’ = fh(q), 
for some i, j, so f(q)$f(q’). 
To construct a retraction of K onto f(Q) first t,ake a lmaximal chain C of K 
containing f(Q,). Then C is a retract of P; thus, it suGws to find a retraction of C 
onto f(fl&). 
For all x E C 1st U(X) = {y E f(Q) 1 y a x), and let D(x) = {y Ed 1 y G x}. 
Suppose that for some x E C neither inf U(X) nor sup D(x) exirts in f:&). Then 
neither inf(f-‘(U((x))) yr ~up@l”(D(x))) exists _iq a$. IIn addition, ‘(asl) is the 
disjoint union of D(x) ahd U(X), and the- pair cf’z(D(~)), $l(ZI(x))) is a 1pgp of 
Q. In other wor&, there exists k EII -Q such that d <A <u for ah &fV1(D(x)), 
u E f’(U(x)). &Insider V&(X) := xA in CXb If X, = A’ then choose q E U& such that 
f&) = hi+l. Then q > h and f’(q) E U(X), that is, f(q) > X. However, 
fJq)==A’+‘<hL=X& 
a contradiction. Similarly, X, = & is also impossible. Therefore, for all x E C either 
inf U(x) or sup D(X) exists in f(Q). 
Now, define a map g of C to f(a$: by 
g(x) = 
sup D(x) if sup D(K) exists in f(Q), 
inf V(X) otherwise. 
Then g is the identity on f(Q). tit K G y in C. If z E f(4&) satisfies x G z G y then 
g(x)< e G g(y). If there is no such z then sup D(x) =sup D(y) if it exists, or 
inf U(X) = inf U(y) otherwise, so g(x) = g(y). Hence, g is a retraction of C onto 
f(Q). This completes the proof of A. 
B. Q has a representation by a family of ordered sets consistirzg of o, ad, and 
uncountably many copies of 0 @ad. 
Since H = wd @3 o is represented by w and md, a$ is, by A, represented by an 
uncountable family of ordered sets each isomorphic to w @3 gd, and both Z! and $ 
are retracts of 42, it is enough to show that 69aZ x a$. To this end define a pair of 
sequences $=q,+j1<q2<* l l and $=q0>:~_1>~_2>* l l in Q-(0,1) such that 
sup(q,, 1 n == 0, 1,2, . . .) = I and inr(q, 1 m = 0, -1, -2, l . .) = 0. Observe that in 
is a chain isomorphic to 69. Finally, the map g defined as follows is a retraction of 
Lx$ onto P=Q: if rn~uti~, % 
h qHl) 
gb%q)= (m*q) 
i 
if %nQl~ 
if 4m-1<4~4m, 
m--LqwJ if qw?l-t 
and if new, 
0% %I) if 4 < qn, 
g(n, 9) = (n, 4) if qn ~4%a+17 
(n + 1,4n+J if q,,++q. 
This map is illustrated schematically in Fig. 20. 
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Fig. 20. Q is a retract of Z X Cl!*. 
The uniqueness of the representations of C$ and Cl follows from another 
analysis of the gaps. 
C. If <Pi 1 j E J) is any rqresentation of Q, by irreliucibles then Pi is isomorphic to 2 
or o@t~~ for ail j - t 9 and J is uncountable. In particular, Q bus a unique 
representation by irreducibles. 
Let f be a coretracton of CPl to &,, Pj and1 let g be a retraction satisfying 
gof = iddIp,. 
U) be any gap of C&, that is, there is no q E 6pa such that for all 
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~ED,UE U, d~q*~u. For all ~EJ, let Q={xEP Ix~y for some v~rr~of(D)}, 
and let Ui = {X E Pi ! x 2 y for some y E mi of( U)}. We claim that for some j E J, 
(I+, Uj) is a gap of 4 ; that is, Pi = Di U Vi and neither SUP Dj nor inf Uj exist :n 
PI. C&et-wise, let pen,,, PI where ni(p) = pi satici‘aes 
for all d E D, u E U, j E J. Then f(d) =G p C f( u) for all d E 0, u E U. It follows that 
d = gof(d) s g(p)a gof(u) = u 
for all d E D, u E U. This contradicts the fact that (0, U) is a gap of Q. 
Fix j E J and let us suppose that (Q, U’) is any gap of Pi (not necessariIy one 
that arises, as above, from f). Then Di is a countable chain without supremum so 
o is cofinal in Di and, thus, 00 D,. Dually, md 4 Uj, and therefore, w @od a Pi. 
Moreover, P,. is a retract of Q, so, by A, Pi can be represented by a family of 
ordered sets each isomorphic to a @ad. But Pj is irreducible SO Pi 40 @od. It is 
easy to see tha.t o @?rwd a Pi awe md implies th;t Pl: SW@ ad, Of course Dj =w 
and Ui =tid. 
Finally, if (D, U) and (D’, U’) are arfferent gaps of Q, that is, (D, U) and 
(D’, u’) correspond to different irrationals, ar.d (qjof(D), -iof( is a gap of -pi 
then o @od s Pk It follows that (roof, Tj of(U’)) is not a gap of Pp As C$ has 
uncountably many different gaps there must then be uncountably many j E J suclh 
that Pi has a gap and hence, Pj E o @ w d. If, for some j E J, Pi has no gaps, then Pi 
is a complete lattice and, since P is irreducibk, Pi -.; 2. This completes the proof of 
C.’ 
D. If (Pi ( j E J) is any representation of Q by irreducibles then each P, is isomorphic 
to one of 2, 0, md, and CO @od, and J is uncountable. Moreover 69 has a unique 
representation by imeducibles. 
The only additional observation needed to prove D is the following. As (Q, j3) 
and (8,Q) are gaps of Q there are indices, j and j’ of J such that (vi of(Q), 8) and 
(fl, Tjlof(Q)) are gaps of Pi and Pin, respectively. TherGore, Pi has no greatest 
element and since Pi is countable, w-4 Pp But P: itself has a representation 
involving only 2, a, tid, or o @ od (cf. B) and, since Pi is irreducible it must be a 
retract of one of these. This implies that PjUO. It is now easy to verify that 
Pi s O. Dually Pi* E gd. 
El If ‘V is an order variety and -dry (<u, ad, UB $o”)” then 4r = (l}“, {2)“, {a)“, 
{tidy, {O@Od)v, {O,Wd)“: {O,O@Wd)r {od,oG36Jd)q or {(9,Wd:We3uOd)1: 
In other words, in the lattice of order varieties 
{V){l)“~~Y{(o,clpd,*)~f;rd)v}~~f (see Fig. 19). 
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First, we observe this. If (Pi 1 i E I) is a farniby of lattices and P E (Pi 1 i E I)” then 
P is n lattice. Of course, any direct producf of lattices is a lattice (the lattice 
operations v, A are defined componentwise). Let P ix a subset of a lattice L and 
let g be a retraction of L to P. Let u and u be elements of P. I_& w E P satisfy 
UGW and UGW. Then uvz) 6 w, so g(u v v) SI g( w ) = w. It follows that g( u v v) = 
suppZu, v}. Dually, g(u A v) = inf&, v}. 
The proof of E now follows from this fact. If P is an ordered set and 
(P}” s (0, 61d, 6’ a3 4.ad}v thz (P)” = X”, where Sr c {I, 2,0, Od, 0 (33 Wd). Let P E 
(w, wd, o @ gd}Y We may suppose that P is not a complete lattice. Then P is a 
lattice and as above there is a corctracticln f of P to nial Pi, where each 
Pi E (0, gd, o @od}. If Vi af{P) is not complete then ni of(P)= Pi and Pi Q P (6. 
4.2, Examples 5 and 6). Then 
(~i’f(P)IiEI)“d{P)Y~{Pi liEI} 
and (wi of(P) 1 i E I) is a representation of P. Therefore, (P)” = (Vi of(P) 1 i E I} 
and, for each i E I, either vi of(P) is finite or vi of(P) E {w, md, o $ od}. This 
completes the proof ?f 5% 
Much the same approach will establish the following fact. 
F. Let L be a countable lattice and let L E %I& Then L E (0, md, m $ md}” and L 
has a unique representation by ordered sets each isomorphic to a member of 
{ 1,2,0, Wd, 0 Cl3 Wd}. 
Problem 8. Does every countable lattice belong to {w, wd, w @cad}“? 
5.3. Gaps 
Each gap (D, U) of Q is essentially a gap of the form {a, gd), (0, @), or (8, od). 
If (D, U) is a gap of P and both D, U are chains then, of course, neither D 1 a 
maximal elem\=;ilt nor I/ has a minimal element. However, D and U need? pi k 
chains in order that (D, U) be a gap of P. For example, if C, = {a, b, c, d} is a 
four-crown (t&it is, a CC, a <d, b CC, b <d> then ({a, b), {c, d}) is a gap of C, - 
{a, b}* = (c, d}, (c, d}, = {a, b} and {a, b}* n {c, d), = 8. Another example: if P = 
A C3 B where .4 and B are antichains, t:len every pair (D, U) satisfying D E 
A, Uc_B, 101~32, and iU(32 is a gap of Z? 
If (D, Cl) is a gap of P then neither sup, D nor infp U exists. In particular, a 
complete lattice has no gaps. On the other klrmd, if S c P has no supremum in P 
then (S, S”) is a gap of P. Therefore, an ordered set is CC cumplete lattice if and only 
if it has no gaps. 
In any representation of 63, we must incllude, for each irrational number, a 
corresponding gap of Q (see 5.2, C and D). In fact, in any representation of an 
arbitrary ordered set P we must account for all gaps of P. We say that an ordered 
set 8 separates (the gap) (D, U) of P if there ‘IS an order-preserving map f of P to 
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(0.u) is a gap ot (M@s@! X (@Q~) ,wB@ separates (D, v) 
Fig. 21. 
Q such that (f(D), f(U)) is a gap of Q. For example, if P = (o G3 o*) ‘x (o CI3 ad) 
and (Q U) is that gap of P with D = {(x, y! 1 x E o and y E CO}, U =I {(x, y) 1 x E O* 
and y E od} then Q EWD@U~ separates (D, U) (see Fig. 21). 
Proposition 5.1. Let P and Pi (i E I) he ordered sets and let f be a coretraction of P 
to fJiEI Pi. For every gap (II, U) of P there is some i E I such that Pi separates 
(ID, U); morewer, (7ri of(D), q of(U)) is a gap of pi. 
PrOOf. Let g be a retraction corresponding to f and let us suppose that, for each 
i E I, there is ui E Ti Q~(D)* n Wi of(U)*. Then choose a E flip1 Pi such that vi(a) = 
ai for each i E I. Note that for each u’ E D and for each u E U 
f(d)ca sf(u) and gof(d) = d, gof(u) = u. 
It follows that g(a) E. D* fI U, which is impossible if (II, U) is a gap of P. 0 
-Therefore, to manufacture a representation of an crdered set P (by irreduci- 
bles) we might attempt (i) to classify all gaps of P, am’ (ii) to construct, for each 
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gap (B, U) of P, an (irreducible) ordered set Q which separates (D, U) and which 
is a retract of P. 
Let St be a class of ordered sets. We say that an ordered set P has the X-gap 
property if, for each gap (D, U) of P there is K E % such that K separates (D, U). 
For instance, ($ has the {w @ Wd}-gap property and Q has the (0, od, w @ od}- 
gap property. 
Proposition 5.2. Let P, Q and Pi (i E I) be ordered sets and let X be a class of 
ordered sets. 
(a) lf P has the X-gap property and Q is a retract of P then Q hcs the X-gap 
property. 
(b) Zf each Pi (i E I) has the St- gap property then ni =I Pi has the X-gap property. 
Proof. (a) Let us suppose that Q c P and that g is a retraction of P Qnto Q. Let 
(~9, U) be a gap of Q. If x E 0” r-1 o* (in P) then g(x) E D* n Sr,. Therefore, 
(4, 0) is a gap OC P. Let KEX tieparate (ZJ o), that is, there is an order- 
preserving map f of P to K such that (f(o), f(e)) is a gap of K. Then 
(f’(D), f’(U)) is also a qap of K, where f’ = f 1 Q. (Note that D is cofinal in D and 
U is coinitial in c.) T.;erefore, K separates the gap (D, U) of Q. 
(b) Let(D,U)b e a gap of &,, P,. Then, for some i E Z, (q(D), wi{U)) is a gap 
of Pi. From the hypothesis there is K E X which separates (Ti(i(o), ni(U)). Clearly, 
K separates (D, U). 0 
Corollary 9.3. Let g and X be dasses of ordered sets. If each member of 8 has the 
X-gap property then each member of 9” has rhe X-gap property. III 
5.4. Chain -gaps 
We also say that P has the chain-gap property if P has the Pt-gap property and 
X is the class of all chains. Of course, chains themselves have the chain-gap 
property so by C zqllary 5.3 every member of the order variety c&R has the 
chain-gap prdperty. Recall that ever] member of %R is a lattice (cf. 5.2, D). 
Preposition 5.4. Every ordered set which satisfies the chain-gcP.p roperty is a 
I&ire. 
Proof. Let a, b be elements of an ordered set P and suppose that a A b does not .-.- 
exist. Let D ={a, b}:k and let U = {a, b}. Then D* n i-I*= 9, whence (0, U) is a 
gap of P. But (D, U) cannot be separated by a chain as any order-preserving 
image of U in a chain iilust have an infimum Therefore, Y does not satisfy the 
chain-gap property. Cl 
Let (n, U) be a ga? c! an ordered set P and suppose that there is a chain C 
which separates (D, L!). Ir. fact, we can always takle C to be a chain of a quite 
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particular form. To see this let f be an order-preserving map of P to C such that 
V(D)9 n U)) is a gap of C. Then f(D) U f(U) = C. Now, let u G D be the cofinali@ t- 
of D (@at is, a is the kaht ordinal &inaI *in the chain -D), let @! G U be the 
coiniliality of U (that is, @ is the least ordinal co&& in vd), and set C’ =U 43 pd. 
Then thlz map f’ of C to C’ prescribed by 
f’h) = I inf{yEorIyax) if =fGV, -- -- sup{yE@d /y”x} if XEf(U) 
-_ 
is a retraction of C onto C’ such that (f’(f(D)), f’(f( U))) = (ar, pd) is a gap. Thus, 
u 03 Bd separates (D, U). 
Pr~posirtion 5.5. Let P be an ordered set with the chain gap prqe?p ??z c;lc~ 
gap of P can be separated by a chain isomorphic to one of a, Bd or a 03 Bd, where 
a, fl are regular ordinals. lIl 
5.5. Representation of chains 
The purpose of this section is to give the complete soktion announced in 5.1 to 
the problem of representing chains. The foIlowing sequence of results establishes 
the items I and II of E. 1. 
Propositim 5.6. Every chain C has a representation (Ci 1 i E I) in which each Ci is 
isomorphic to one of 2, u, Bd, or u@Bd, where a and @ are regular ordinals. 
Proof. Let G denote the set of pIi gaps of C. 3’~ each gap (A, B) let CtA,B, = Q @ 
Bd where !01 E A is isomorphic to tile cofinality of A and Bd E B is isomorphic to 
the coinitiality of B. We may suppose that A = 4 and B = B. The map ftA,Bl of C 
onto CtA,Hj given by 
fEA,zdX) = I inf{aEaJaBx} if XEA sup(b~@~{ bsx) if xEB 
is a retraction. (Of course, QI and @ are regular orulnials.) 
For every pair a, b E C satisfying a < b let Ctcn,bj e the two-element chain (a, b} 
and define a map ftS,b) of C onto CtaSbj by &&) = b if x Z= b, and ftlsbj(X) = a 
otherwise. 
Now define a map f of C to K =IItA,BjEG ~~~~~~~~~~~ CW) by nt,BJof =ftA.B) 
and rrIa,& = fta,+ It is clear that f is an embedding. To obtain a representation 
of C we show that f(C) is a retract of K. To this end we construct a retraction g of 
D onto f(C) where D is a maximal chain of K containing f(C). This would, of 
course, complete the proof of the Proposition since any maximal chain D of K is 
a retract of K. 
Let d E I? and suppose tbat neither inf{y E f(C) 1 y 2 d! r?or sup{y E f(C) 1 y =G df 
exisS ic f!QA Then ((x E C 1 f(x) Z d}, {x E C 1 f(x) 3 4)) = (A, B) is a gap of C. Let 
~~~.~~~d~ = do and suppose tk8.t $E 111 c CtBB), where OL is, as above, the #anon 
of A. Now choose a E OL such that a > do* Then ftA,&lz:t = Q > do = ~~~,~~~~)~ so 
Q E B. But a E ac A, which is a ~on~adiction. It follVaws that for all d E I) either 
inf(y E f(C) 1 y 2 d) or supfy f f(C) 1 y G d} exists in f(C). Hence, we can define the 
map g of D to f(C) by 
if it exists, 
otherwise. 
It is easy to see that g is order-preserving and that g is the identity map on 
f(C). a 
Proposftfola 5.7. A chars C is irreducible if and only if C is isomorphic to one of 1, 
2. a, ed, or a69fibd, where a and pI are regular ordinals. 
Proof. Let C be an irreducible chain. By Proposition 5.6, C is a retract of 2, (Y, 8, 
or a @$Y’ where (Y and @ are regular ordinals. IP C is comp!ete then C is 
isomorphic to 1 or 2. 
Suppose that C is not complete. If CQ~ then the coretraction of C to u is a 
cofinal embedding of C in a. As Q is regular, OL is isomorphic to its cofinality; 
hence, C ~a. Dually, if C~pr” then C red. Let C4ar@Bd and let f be a 
coretraction of C to c11$fi d. Because f is a coretraction, f(C)nar# $l and 
fWW3”#$ M orzover, C is not complete so rf(C) n ‘oc, f(C) nfid) is a gap of 
f(C). In other words, f(C)na is cofinal in a and f(C>nfi’ is coinitial in pd. The 
regularity of a and fJ ensures that f(C) nol=:a and f(C) ngd =ed. Thus, CsaG3 
V. 
To prove the converse first recall that 1 and 2 are irreducible. Now, let a be a 
regular ordinal and let (Ci 1 i fs I) be a representation of a. As Ci Uor for each i f I 
then either Ci is bounded (whence complete) or Ci =e (cf. 3.3, Examples S and 
6; Of course, r.ot every Ci can be complete. The s!~~ation for pd and <y @gd is 
smikir. n 
We have characterized all irreducible chains and we bave shown that every 
chain has a representation by these ~redu~ible ch:tins. It remains to verify the 
uniqueness of these representations. 
Lemma 5.8. For any chain C and any regukr ordinah a, 8 the fi~~iowi~g 
stutemscs are equivalent: 
(al cre (rcspectiuely, Bd, a 9Bd) is isomorphic to it member of euery famiEy of 
irreducible ordered sets which represents C; 
(I-Y) a (respectively, d, is a retract of C; I 
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(c) (C, $3) (respectively, (9, C), (A, B)) is a gap of C and u is cofinal in C 
(raspectiuely, Bd is coinitial in C: a is cofbud in A and $” is coinitial in B). 
Proof. We establish the equivalences for a -the respective statements for Bd and 
a $ pd can be obtained similarly. 
That (a) implies (b) follows from the definition of an irreducible ordered set. 
Let a be a retract of C. Any coretraction of a to C embeds a cofmally in C. 
Therefore, (C, 8) is a gap of C and a is cofinal in C. (In fact, as u is regular, a is 
the cotiality of C.) Thus, (b) implies (c). 
Suppose that (c) holds. Let (Ci 1 i E: I) be a family of irr&rcible ordered sets 
representing C. By Proposition 5.1 there is an i E I such that Ci separates (C, $3). 
Then Ci = y for some regular ordinal y, and there is an order-preserving map f of 
C onto y. So f(C) is cofinal in y, and, hence, there is a cofinal embedding of y to 
C. Because a and y are regular, a= y and so (a) holds. 0 
The uniqueness of the representations of chains by irreducible chains is now an 
easy matter to Tlerify. Indeed, let (Ci f i E I) and (Ci 1 i E 1”) be representations of a 
chain C by irreducibles. Then each Ci and each C: is one of 2, a, Sd, or a@od, 
where a, fi are regular cdmd~. NOW Ci Q C SO, by Ixmma 5.8, Ci zz C! for SOIZG 
jd'. 
5.6. Classification of chains 
In this section we intend to give the complete solution announced in 5.1 to the 
problem of classifying the irreducible chains. 
First, we prove iterir 1V of 5.1. 
Proposition 5.9, Let C and D be infinite imdwibk t hains a& let (C}” s(D)“. 
Then C = D. 
is a gap of a there is, by 
such that (f(u), $) is a gap of 
Proof. Let u, g, y, and 6 denote regular ordinals. 
Let C=a and D ” y. Since a E (‘y)’ and (a, 9) 
Proposition 5.1, an order-preserving map f of a to y 
y. In particular, f(a) is cofinal in y. Hence, as y. 
DuaZty handles the case C =Bd and D ~6~. 
Eet CWU$@~ and let D=y63Sd. Then a@@dE(y@5d)Y. 
According to Proposition 5.1, again there is an order-preserving map h of (Y @ fid 
to y $ ad such that (h(a), h(Bd)) is 3 gap of y @ Sd. Therefore, h(a) is cofinal in 7 
and h(pd) is coinitial in 6”. Heno?, y is cofinal in ot and 6” is coinitial in 6”. From 
the regularity of all these ordinals we conclude that C =cty $
The remaining cases cannot actually occur. For instance, let us suppose that 
C s at and D ~8~. As Sd has a greatest element every member of {Sd)” has a 
greatest element (cf. $4, Note 1). As does not hatie a greatest eiement 
fC)Y${D)Y_ Another instance: let C~a%fld and D=y. This time (C)Y${D)Y 
since 01@#%” is not in~um-complete while every member of (-#’ is in~um- 
complete (cf. rj4> No& I)., El 
Finally, to prove item III of 5.1 let a and 6 be, as usual, regular ordinals and let 
Y denote an order variety. 
Suppose that (&)y 3 V>(Z)“. Let PE 9’ be a lattice that is not complete. Since 
PE{(Y~, P is a lattice without a greatest element. I.& C be a maximal chain of P. 
Then C ii not bounded above; let the regular ordinal y be the cofinality of C. 
l-lence, y<l CCIP. It follows that (‘y}“G{-(P}“:GV4r{u)“. Proposition 5.9 implies 
that y=a, whence, (a)” > (2)“. 
By duality, @)“> !Z)y. 
Suppose that {aCFjfid}” %V>{2)“. Again, !et PE V be a lattice that is not 
complete. Then P must contain a maximal chain C that is not complete. Let 
(A, B) be a gap of C. Since C’ has a greatest element and a least element, 
A # $4 #B. Let y oe the cofinality of A and let ad be the coinitiality of B. Then 
y@8dQCaP and (y$Sd)“~{P)v~~gr{a~Cgd}“. It follows that y63Gd=a@ 
fid and that {a d3@ld)v> (2)“. 
Finally, the idea of the proof of Proposition 5.9 also shows this. 1f C au,d Ci 
Ii fz I) are infinite, i~educible chains and (C)l G{Ci 1 i E I)” then C% C, for some 
i E 1. 
5.7. Lattices not in %erE 
We have already seen that every member of VR is a lattice (cf. 5.2, D). At 
present we know of two interesting fam?lies of lattices which do not belong to %:R. 
Example 1 (I. Rival and R. WilIe [47]). Let %t be a ~onprin~ipal ultrafilter in the 
set of all subsets of N ordered by ~ntainm~nt (that is, Q is a maximal proper filter 
in 2”’ which contains all cofinite subsets of N). Obviously Q is a lattice. If 48 were a 
member of %‘R then it would be possible to separate every gap of Q by a chain (cf. 
~~~~position 5.1). We shall show that (91. has a gap which cannot be separated by a 
chain. 
For each n EN let ti = N --in). Then (8, (ii 1 ui E N\) is a gap of $1. Suppose there 
is an order-preserving map f of Ou to some chain C such that (8, f({ii 1 n EN})) is a 
gap of $J. Then, f((fi 1 FZ E Ni) must be coinitial in C, that is, there & a sequence 
f(ii,)>ffji*f>. * * which is coinitiai in C. Let S = {iiZm 1 m EN) and T= 
(fi 2m+l 1 m EN). Then both ,C and 7’ are also izoinitial in C. As ‘p1 is an ultrafilter 
either USE% or N-nSE%. If USE% then 4(nS)Gf(fiZm) for all rn~.N 
whence f(TtS>~f((ti 1 rz~N))* which is impossible. If N-n SEC then, since 
n T zN - n S, it follows that fl TE LPI so f(n T)~j’f(ji~~+J for all m EN, that is, 
f+l 1 rIERl*#@ “I , IM a nonprincipal ultratilter cannot satisfy the chain-gap 
property SJ it cannot be a member of c&R. 
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Exaai~pie 2 (M. Pouzet [44]). Let P denote the lattice of all pmper initial 
segments of w x o1 (ordered by contaimnent).: Let Dc, P denote the -set of all 
bounded initial segments of OX-, (that is, -an initial segment. I belongs to D 
provided there is x E (9 x o1 such that x E I*). Then t.D, $3) is a gap of R Again, if 
PE: s:rE then there is a chain C and an order-preserving map f of P to C such ,that 
(f(D), 8) is a gap of C. Then f(D) must be cofinal in C. Now, set S = 
{nxwlIn’<O}andT=(oxaIa<CrpS.Evidently,DESandDETso,both~(S) 
and f(T) must be cofinal in C. This, however, is impossible since S = o and 7”;~ o1 
in P. We conclude that P# U. 
The nonprincipal ultrafilter of Example 1 contains infinite antichains. While the 
lattice of Iproper initial segments of w Xol of Example 2 does not contain an 
infinite antichain, its antichains are unbounded in size. What about lattices of 
finite width? 
Propositiom 5.10 [47]. Every lattice of finite width has a representation by 
chains. fl 
Problem 9. Ler L be a lattice of finite dimension (cf. 31, Note 1). 1s L representable 
by chains? Is L E V&? 
It follows from Proposition 5.10 that the only irreducible lattices of finite width 
are the irreducible chains. 
Problem IO. Does c&A contain any irreducible members Ibesides the irreducible 
chains? In particular, if V is an order variety and P~c%& is there a family X of 
irreducible chains such that V=st”? 
At present we kr‘ow only rhat any irreducible member of C&R which is not a 
chain must contain an infinite antichain. 
l?ropo&ion 5.11. Let P be an ordered set with no infinite antichains. If PE W then 
P i: represenrable by chains. If, in addition, P is irreducible then P must bt! an 
(irreducible) chain. 
Proof. Let f ‘IC, a coretractior! of P to flicI G where each Ci is an irreducible 
chain. Then either qof(P) is complete or hi of(P)= Ci for each i ~1. (We may 
choose the Ci'S in SU& TI way that pi of(P) s Ci and Ci j; irreducible.) NOW 
consider an i t I such that Cj is infinite, say Ci =a 6, Bd, where a, #3 are regular 
ordinals. Set A = (vi of)-‘(a) and % = (vi of)-‘@id). Then (A., B) must “be a gap of 
P and as P contains no infinite antichains a well-known result of B. Dushnik and 
E.W. Miller [16] can be applied to obtain subsets A’ of A and %’ of % such that 
/L’E:(Y, Tiof(A’) is cofinal in QL, %G , and qi of@‘) is &&al in 
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(A’,B’) is a gap of P and 14’$B’%x@ is a retract of P. It now follows that 
the family (Ci 1 i E Z) is a representation of p. 
Finally, if P is irreducible then Pa Ci for solme i E f. As Ci is an irreducible 
chain we conclude that Ps Ci. q 
5.8. The selection property 
We have seen repeatedly that a necessary condition for an ordered set to 
belong to %R is that it have the chain-gap property. In fact, thG position of an 
order variety (P}” in the lattice of chain varieties, where PE ‘&A depends only on 
the irreducible chains needed to separate the gaps of P. To clarify this point we 
shall need some new terminology. 
Call a nonempty subset S of an ordered sqz& P bound if (S*)* n (S,)* = S. Every 
singleton subset of P, for example, is bound, as is P itself. Moreover, observe that 
if 01 = Q and U = 0 are subsets; of P such that U c D* and D G U& then either 
(D, U) is a zap of P or D* I? U, is a bound subset of P. Let S(P) denote the set 
of all boun_i subsets of P. For S, TE B(P) we write S G 7’ if p z S* and S, c ‘&. 
This induces an order on a(P’;. Finally, we say that P satisfies the selection 
property if there is an order-preserving map & of S(P) to P such that &(S)E S for 
each S E .%(P). The importance of the selection property is this. 
Propositiora §.I2 [47]. An ordered set is a member of %eR if and only if it satisfies 
the chain-gap property and the selection property. 0 
Let PE %R and let f be an embedding of P into niEI Ci, where each Ci is a 
chain, such that for every gap (D, U) 13f P rhere is an i E I for which 
(vi of(D), gi of( U)) is a gap of Ci. For x E nicI Ci put 
-- 
Since each gap of P is separated by a <:i it follows that S(x)+ fl for each 
x e nit, Ci; that is, S(x) is a bound subset of f(P) s P. According to Proposition 
5.12, P has the selection property. Finally define a map g of ITiEr G to P by 
g(x) = &of-l(S(x)). Ther! 
g"f(y I= hJ"f-Wf(y))) = fPof--l(Cfw)) =Yf-do+) = y, 
that is, g is a retraction of ni,, Ci to P. This establishes the 
CZorolky 5.l.3. Let P be an ordered set in c&& and let X be a class of chains such 
that fol* any gap G of P there is C, E X whkh separates G. Then PE SC”. !I 
This use of the selection property actuall!, applies to a wider class of ordered 
sets. 
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Proposition 5.14e Let P be un ordered set with 1PI > 2 and tet P sati& the sdection 
prop@@. Thm P is irreducible if and only if there is a gap of P such that if C! is any 
retrat of P which seputes the gup then P.is a? retract of Qi2 
Ro& Let {(Di, V,)l i E I) be the set of all gaps of P ” and, for each i E I, lel: Qi be 
an ordered set satisfying these conditions: Qi *3P, Qi separates (.Di, W, and 
P$ Qi. As in the proof of Proposition 5.6 there is an embedding of P to 
ni,, Qi X2”‘. NOW, P has th e selection property so, as in the proof of Ccsollary 
5,13, this embedding is a coretraction. It follows that (Qi (i E I), 2”‘) is a represen- 
trtion of P. Finally, Pgb Qi for each i E I and P+ 2 so P is reducible. 
Conversely lf:t (Pi 1 i E I) be a reprlesentation of P and let a gap of P be chosen 
so that for arly retract Q of P which separates it then P 4 Q. By Proposition 5.1 
there is some i E I such that Pi separates this gap. But then P<1 Pi SQ P is 
irreducible. 0 
Another interesting consequence of the selection property is a curious generali- 
zation of the frequently used result:: euery rnuximal chain of an ordered j:et is a 
retract. The generalization is this. 
CoroQlarg 5.15 [47]. In an ordered set P Q subset L is a retract of P if L is a lattice 
of finite width und, for each x E P, 
?9oof. According to Proposition 5.10, L E W so, by Proposition 5.11, L satisfies 
the selection property. Let f be an order-preserving map of B(L) to L such that 
f(S)& for each S&B(L). Now, for each x~P, S(x)=((x)nL)“n((X}nL)*~ 
B(L) so the map g of P to L defined by g(x) = f(S(x)) is<retraction. 13 
Notes to Section 5 
1 In fact, it is not hard to prove someJr_hzt more. Let (Pi 1 j E J) be a family of 
ordered sets with 4& 0 DjEJ Pj* Then either $ i; uncountable Or Q 4 Pj for some .i E J, 
The proof uses these well-known fact< about ?n arbitrary countable bounded 
chain C. (a) If 6pB is embeddable !., C the:n a& is a retract of C. (b) Either C 
contains at most countably nxny mps or G is a retract of C. 
2 This result has, for finite ordered sets, a consequence of an algorithmic nature. 
Although every finite xdered set has a representation by finitely many finite 
irreducible ordered sets we do not at present have tiny bound on tht numlber or 
multiplicity of the factors. 
If a finite ordered set P satisfies the selection property, however, then. there is a 
representation of P by irreducibles using at most IPI + ICI factors, where G is the 
set of all gaps of e number IPI enumerates the largest multiplicity of 
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require’d (to ensure an embedding) and the number IGl counts the number of 
irreducible retracts of P reeded to separate all of the gaps of I? The selection 
property for k guarantees that the natural em bedding of P into the associated 
product is actually a coretraction. 
Finally, the selection property for a finite ordered set can itself be verified in 
finite!y many steps. 
6. Crowns and fences 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter is about two types of finite ordered sets: crowyls and fetrces (cf. 
Figs. 1 and 5). These arise frequently in the combinatorial theory of finite ordered 
sets. The fact that crowns, for instance, have fixed point free automorphisms, is 
rather carefully exploited in studies of the slrmmetries of an ordered set (cf. 
133, [193) and especially in studies concerned with the fixed point problem [46]. 
Fences arise in the study of the connectivity of an ordered set [25] and especialiy 
as a device to measure connectivity by means of the usual distance function (cf. 
3.2, Example 7). The classification of crowns and fences is a natural starting point 
in determining whether important links exist be,tween our structure theory and the 
combinatorial theory of finite ordered sets. 
Our analysis of the order varieties generated by crowns and fences relies on two 
preliminary matters. The first concerns conne\ztions that exist between the dis- 
tance functions d, of each member of a family (Pi 1 i E I) of ordered sets and the 
distance function d, of any ordered set P satisfying PC&~&. The second 
concerns a class of finite ordered sets which includes all fences, but which excludes 
all crowns: dismantlable ordered sets. 
6.2. Distance in order-cd sets 
For an ordered set P we define the distance function d,, of P X P to N U {m} by 
&(x, y ) = inf(lF( - 1 1 x, y E F and F is a fence in P}. 
Lemma 6.1[ 151. Let P and Q bit ordered sets and let f be an order-preserving map 
of P to 0. ‘Then d&x), f(y))sd& y). If f is a coretraction then d&f(x), f(y)) = 
dk, Y). 0 
Call an ordered set P framed if, for every maximal chain C of P, inf C and 
sup C exist in P, (or equivalently, every maximal chain C of P has bounds) (see 
Fig. 22). If, for irrstance, every maximal chain r3f P is complete then P is framed; 
the converse is not in general true, take P =o $ wd. As usual let max P = 
{X E P 1 x is maximal in P} and min P = {x E P 1 x is minimal in P). If P is framed 
then for each x E there are X’E min P and X” 5 max P satisfying X’S x 6 x”. (The 
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Fig. 22. P is framed but no maximal chain is a wmplete sublattice of P. 
converse does not in general hold-see Fig. 18.) Let ext P = mia P’ti max 1;. We 
define the diameter diam P of P by 
diam P = sup{&(x, y) 1 x, y E ext PI. 
(Note that the& may exist X, y E P satisfying Cr,(;s y) >diam P (see Fig. 23).) 
diam n 4 = sup{diam pi 1 i E I). 
iel 
prod. For each i E I, ni maps ext EC, Pi onto ext Pp Therefore, from ti:mma 61.1 
we have that 
sup(diam Pi 1 i E I} g diam n Pti 
iEl 
Let P=nicl Pi and let X, y text P, say x E min P and y E max P. Then Wi(X) = 
4 E min Pi and Vi(y) = yi E max Pi, for each i E I. For each i E I, we may assume 
there is a smalliest (finite) fence Fi ={q = 40, &l, q2,. . . , qnr = yi) in Pi with 
endpoints 4, yi. NOW, define the elements Zj of P (j = 0, 1,2,. . .) by 
Wi(%j) = 
Xij I if i<ll;l,l, yi if j~l&l. 
Let F=(x=z~~z~, ~12~2,. . }. Then IF\gsup{lFil I id} SO dp(~, Y)S 
sup{dpi(~, yi) I i E I} whence 
diam n Pi s sJp{diam Pi 1 i E I}. 0 
icl 
Fig. 23. d&,y)=3>2=diamP. 
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Call a framed subset Q (with !Ql> 1) of a orckred set P a spanning subset of P 
if max Q c max P and min Q c: min P. 
Lemma 6.3 [lo]. Let P and Q be ordered sets, le/. P be framed and let IQ1 > 1. If Q 
io a retract of P then there is a coretraction f of Q to P such rkat f(Q) is a spanning 
subset of P. 
‘Proof. Let h be any coretraction of Q to P. Then Q is framed since P is framed. 
For each x E mar, Q (X ~min Q) choose f(x)c max P (f(x)Emin P) such that 
h(x)sf(x) (h(x)sf(x)). For all XEQ-extQ, let f(x)=h(x). Then f is a core- 
traction of Q to P. 0 
Call a s&set Q of an ordered set P isometric in P if, for. each x, y E Q, 
dO( x, y ) = d&x, y ). According to Lemma 6.1 eat h retract Q of P is isometric in P. 
Lemnna 6.4 [I 51. Every isometric spanning ft*nce of a framed ordered set is a 
. ztract. 
IProof. Let F=(x&=a~, x1 >x,, xfcx3,. . .} be :rn isometric spanning subset of a 
t’ramed ordered set P. For each i.=O, 1,2 ,..., IFI-1, set Aj== 
kEextP[d,(x,,x)=i} and A, = ext P - U 15;’ 4. We distinguish two elements 
y. < y, of F: if IFI is infinite set y, = x0 and y, = xl; if F is finite choose y, 
(respectively, yl) to be the minimal (respectkJely, maximal) element of F of 
greatest distance from x0. Now define g of ext P to F by 
i 
xi if x E Ai, 
g(x)= yo if x E min A,, 
y, if XEnlaxA,. 
(For convenience let min P contain all isolated points of P.) Then g is a retraction 
and g(miF P) G min F, g(max P) G max E (For instance, since F is isometric, 
g 1 F = i&.) We shall now extend g to a map g’ of P to F’. To this end observe 
that, for each x t: P, either (g({x)* nmax P)I = 1 or (g({x;}* nmin P)I = 1 (since F is 
a fence!). Finally, define g’ I ext(P) = g, g’(x) = g({ :r}* n max P) if 
1 g(b)* n max P)I = 1, and g’(x) = g({x}* (7 min 1F”) otherwise. Then g’ is a retrac- 
tion of P onto F. 0 
6.3. Disntrdable ordered sets 
Call an element a of an ordered set P irreducible if a has precisely one lower 
cover in P or a has precisciy one upper cover in P. If P is a finite fence, for 
instance, then each of its endpoints is irreducible. Let I(P) denote the subset of 
irreducibie elements of P. A nonempty subset Q of P is obtained from P by 
dismantling if P-Q = (a,, a2,. . . , an) and ai EI(P-{a,, a2,. . . , q_l}) for i = 
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1,2,. . . , n. Call P dismantZab4e (if P is fmite md) if there is a singleton subset of 
B which is obtained from P by dismantling. Again, if P is a finite fence then it is 
dismantlable. If P is a crown then I(f) = 9 so P is not dismantlable. 
L~~IM 6.5 [lo]. Any wvvzct of a d&ma&&k ordered set is dimwntlr;-ible. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on IPI, where P is a dismantlable ordered set. 
Choose a E I(P) such that P -{a} is a dismzrtlable and let g be a retraction of P 
onto Q. 
If a# Q then Q 4 P-(a), whence, by the induction hypothesis, Q is 
dismantlable. 
If a E I(Q) let a* be the unique upper cover, say, of a in Q and define g’ of 
P-(a) to Q-(a) by 
g’(z) = 1 g(z) if g(z)# G, a* if g(t) = J. 
Then g’ is a retraction of P-(a) onto Q -{a} and the induction hypothesis 
implies that Q -(a}, whence @ itself, is dismantlable. 
Let a E Q-I(Q) and let a* be the unique upper cover of a in P. Since a$ I(Q), 
a*~Q;sincea”~a,g(a*)~g(a)=a.Ifg(a~)>athenaisnotmaximalinQso 
there are distinct b, c in Q each an upper cover of a in Q; hence baa* and 
c 3 a* in P, so b = g@)*g(a*) and c = g(c)% g(a*). Therefore, g(a”) f= u. We 
claim that Q’ = (Q -(a}) U (a*)= Q. Let rt E Q-{a}. Then a c x implies a* < x, 
x <a implies x <a*, and a* <x implies a <x. Let x <a*. Then x = g(x)< 
g(a*) = a. Hence, Q= Q’. F ina 11 y, as Q’ G P--(a) we need srdly show that Q’ is a 
retract of P -{a) in order to conclude that Q’, and so Q, is dismantlable. Define a 
map g’ of P -{a) to Q’ by 
g’(z) = 1 g(z) if &)#a, a* if g(z) = a. 
Then g’ is a retraction of P-(a) onto Q’. El 
Lemma 6.6. Let P and Q be dismantlable ordered sets. Then P x Q is disma.ntlable. 
Roof. We proceed by induction on !Pl+ IQi. Since P - (a) is Zsmantlable for 
s brne a E I(P), it is enough to show that (P-(a)) x Q is obtained from P X Q by 
dismantling. 
Suppose a has a unique lower cover a* in R Let Q. = min Q and let 
Qk =min(Q-(QoUQIU l l l U Q&) for k ~0. The elements (a, s>. where q E 
Qo, each have a unique lo$Yer cover (a*, q) in P X Q0 Moreover, 6% 4) in 
noncomparable with (a, 4’) for distinct q,q’ in Qo. It follows that C,PX Q) - 
({a}~ Qo) can be obtained from PX Q by dismantling. In fact, the elemenfs (a, d, 
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where q E Qk, each have a unique lower cover (,a,b, q) in (Px Q)k-l = 
(PxQ)--({a}x(Q,UQ,W l l U Qk_l)). Also, (a, q) is noncomparable with (a., q’) 
for any distinct q, q% Qk. Thus, (P x cl)k can be obtanned from (PX Q)kml by 
dismantling. 
It is obvious we can continue this “dismantling procedure” and obtain (P- 
{a}) x Q from P x Q by dismantling. CIl 
The conclusion of the lemma does not apply to the direct product of an infinite 
family of nontrivial dismantlable or deresd sets since dismantlabihty is defined for 
finite ordered sets. 
6.4. Crowns and fences 
No crown is dismantlable, yet, every proper retract of a crown is a fence, hence 
dismantlable. Can a family of fences provide a representation of a crown? 
Theorem 6.7. Every crown is irreducibi’e. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a crown C is reducible. By the Finite 
Representation Theorem (3.1) there is a representation (Pi 1 i = 1,2, . . . , n) of C 
:vhere each Pt is a proper retract of C, hence each Pi is dismantlable. By Lemma 
6.6, fir=, Pi is dismantlable, and, as C is a retract of nr=, Pi, Lemma 6.5 shows 
that C is dismantlable. This is nonsense - I(C) = 9 for any crown C. Cl 
The concept of dismantlability often provides a quick method to check the 
irreducibZity of a finite ordered set. In fact, if every proper retract of a finite, 
nondismantlable ordered set P is dismcrntlable then P is irreducible (cf. Fig. 24). 
Every proper retract of a fence is a fence of smaller size. Can a family of 
“small” fences represent a “big” fence? 
Fig. 24. Fi (i = 1,2,3) is nondismantiable but every proper retract is dismantlable; therefore, Pi is 
irreducible. 
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Theorem 6At Every finife fence is G-reducible. 
Pro&. If a finite fence F is reducibIe then, by .Theorent 3.1; there is ,a represents- 
tion (Pi 1 i = 1,2,. . . , n) where each Pi is a proper retract of F, and so di.am Pi < 
diam F for i = 1,2,. . . , IL 
Since ext Pi = pi, Lemma 6.2 yields that 
diam~P~=ssup{diamPi~i=1,2,...,n}<diamE 
i=l 
According to Lemma 6.3 there is a corclrd& * f of F to ny==, Pi such that f(F) is 
a spanning subset of m=, Pi. In view of Lcmmc 6.1 we obtain 
diam Fsdiam fi Pi <diam E 0 
i=l 
This theorem notwithstanding, a “big enough” fence can be represented by a 
family of “smaller” fences: according to Example 7 of 3.3, F, has a representa- 
tion by the family (Fzt 1 k = 1,2,. . .) of irreducible finite fences. 
6.5. Classification of crowns and fences 
We can now describe the order relations among the order varieties generated 
by crowns and fences. 
Theorem 6.9. Let C,, and C,, be crowns with nf m. Then (C,,)” is noncompilra- 
ble with (C,,)y in the Zattice of order varieties. 
Proof. Let n<m. 
Let us suppose that {C&” c-(C&. Then there is a coretraction J” of C,, to 
flier Pi where each Pi s C&, ; by Lemma 6.3. we may suppose that f(C$,) is a 
spanning subset of ni,r Pi. NOW, by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, 
m=diamC;,,,sdiamnPi=sup(diamPi IiEI}=n, 
IGI 
which is impossible. 
Now suppose that (C,,)’ c{&,}‘. Let f be a coretraction of 
where each Pi Z C,,. By Lemma 3.2, we may take I to be finite. 
Gn to Ilie 
It is clear *hat 
Cz,, is a retract of fl,,, q of(C,,). Then si of(C$,) is a connected subset of Pi and 
I~i”fi~;?n~l~l~*~lcI~~~~I~lPil 
SO niof(Cz,,) is a fence. Thus the crown CL,., is a retract of a finite product of 
(dismantlable) fences. According to Lemmas, 6.5 and 6.6 this is impossible c! 
Similar considerations show that for any odd integer n 2 3 {F,,>y is noncompnru- 
iGs with {Piy’. To see this recall that F, has $:n + 1) minimal elements. Then there 
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arex,yEminF,suchthatd~“(x,y)=n-1.Forallu,uEmin~~,d~(u,~)~n-3. 
Hence, if K is the product of any family of ordered sets each isomorphic to F$ 
then, for all s, t E ‘An K, dK( s, t) s n - 3. Thu, F, is not isomorphic to a spanning 
subset of K, so F,q! {Fz)? 
We can now summ‘arize the cover relations that hold among the older varieties 
generated by crowns and fences (cf. Theorem 4.5 and see Fig. 25). 
“Theorem 6.10. (i) Fw each even irltegea n 
(ii) Fm each odd integer n b 3 
0 
Fig. 25. 
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The proof of Theorem 6.10 relies on these two lemmas concerning framed 
ordered sets. The first is elementary while the second is slightly more tricky. 
iL4mma 6.11. lkry retfact of a framed ordered set is framed, .and dery product of 
framed ordered sets is framed. 
Proof. We shaii prove the first claim. Let P be a framed ordered set, let Q be a 
retract of P, and let C be a maximal chain of Q. Then C is a retract of P, wy f is a 
coretraction of C to P Extend f(C) to a maximal chain .D in P. Since D has 
bounds and f(C) is a retract of D, f(C) must have bounds in f(C). Hence, sup C 
and inf C exist in Q; thus, Q is framed. L3 
Lemma 6.12, Let P be a connected, framed ordered set 
(i) If there is an order-preserving map of P onto a finite fence F then I;‘ is a 
retract of P 
(ii) If diam P 6 n and there is an order-preserving map of P onto a crown C,, 
then C2, is a retract of P 
Proof. (i) Let f be an order-preserving map of P onto Fn =(x1, x2,. . . , x,J and 
suppose that x1 < x2, x2> x3, . . . , G_+ f~n._~, x,,-~ < x, are the comparabilities of
F,= Choose p1 E f-‘(x1) f7 min P and pn E f-l(G) n max P. Then there is a fence 
F’ G ext(P) such that IF’i- 1 = &(p,, p,). Observe that dp(pl, pn) 2 II - 1, Also, F’ 
is an isometric spanning fence of P and, therefore, F’ is a retract of P by Lemma 
6.4. It is not difficult to see that F is a retract of F’ and thus a retract of P. 
(ii) Let f be an order-preserving map of P onto C2,, = {n,, x2,. . . , x2,,) and 
suppose that x1 < x2, x2> x3,. . . , x~,,_~ 3 xZn+ x2n_l < xzn, and x1 <x2,, are the 
comparabilities of C,,. We may assume that f(max P) E max C,, and f(min k, z 
min C,,. Also, let us take n to be odd. 
Choose pr E f-‘(x1) nmin P and pn+l Efl(x,,+&3maxP. Let FcextP be a 
fence of length dp(pl, IS,+& with endpoints p1 and P~+-~. Then 
so \Pl= n + 1. It follows that either ,‘(E) ={xI, x2, . . . , x~+~) or f(F) = 
1 x17 XZn, X2n-1, l l l 9 x,,+& Let us suppose that the former holds. Let F= 
(PI, p2, l ’ l 9 &,+I} with f(pi)=q for i=l,2,. . . , n+l, and let pl<pz, p2> 
P3 9*‘*Jv=Pn+*- 
Let p,,++ f-‘(r,+2) f7 min P. Now dp(pl, P,,+~) is even and at most ~1, so 
&@I, p,,+@ n - 1. Choose F text P to be a fence of length &(pl, pn+2) with 
endpoints p1 and P~+~. Then the length of F’ is at least dc,,(xlT x+J = n - 1. In 
fact we know that f(F) = {x1, x2n, x2,,+ . . . , G+~). Consequently we can take 
F’ = (PI, p2n!J p2n--1, 9 l ’ , pn+2) with f(pi)“Xi for i=l,2n,2re--l,...,n+2, and 
with mmpara’ Pl < P2m P2n > P2n--1, l ’ ’ 9 Prl+3 ‘> Ptl+z* 
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If Pn+l 2 pn+:! then F’U E;“= C,, and C,, is a retract of P. Since the choice of 
P ,,+1 Ef-‘(~,,+~) n max P (respectively, pn_n_2 E f-l(~~+~) n min P) was arbitrary we 
may suppose that for all u of-‘(x,,+r), u E f-‘(~,+~), U+U. Let Q denote the 
ordered set obtained from C,, by deleting the comparability %+1 > G+~. Then f is 
an order preserving map of P onto Q so 
nadiamPadiam Q=2n-1, 
a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Thef!rem 6.10. (i) First ok!r,erve that since F, L1 is irreducible and 
P, cl IL+19 F, +* # {F”)y SC’ _:F,}’ <(A7 ,,+J”. Suppose that {F,)” < “c’~{&,+$ for 
some order variety ‘V and let PE V, Pq! IF,)“. Let f be a coretraction of P to 
niEl Pi where each Pi z Fn+l. If niof(P) is a proper subset of Pi then miof(P) is a 
retract of Z;n. Thus P$ {F,}” implies that, for some i E 1, vi of(P) = Pi. Then there is 
an order-preserving map of the fiumed ordered set P, (Iemma 6.11) onto Pn+r 
so, by Lemma 6.12(i), Fn+l is a retract of P and V = (I$+$‘. 
(ii) Since c? {Fn)“, we know that (F,)” C(F,, pny. Stqqose {F,)“<V6 
{F,, Ff}” and let P E ‘V, P$ {F,)“. Then for any coretraction f of P to nier Pi, where 
each Pi E {F,, f$, it must be that, for some i E I, wi of(P) = Pi s F$ It follows, as in 
(i) above that {F,}” 4 {F,, Fd,}“. 
Arguments similar to the preceding show that {F,, F$” < {F,+J”. 
(ii!) First note that Fn+l and pat1 are retracts of C,, so {Fn+l, Fd,+J” s{C2J. 
Also. were C2n a member of {F,+*, c +J’, Lemma 3.2 would imply that C2,, is a 
ret.ract of a finite product of (ciismantlable) fences. Since C,, is Alot dismantlable, 
G4 En+,, E!+J’. 
Suppose {Fn+l, c+$’ <‘V~(C2,,)” and let PE Pr, P$ {F,,+*, Fd,+$‘. Since PE 
{C,, }“, P is a framed ordered set (Lemma 6.11) isomorphic to a spanning retract 
of a power of C2” (Lemma 6.3) and so P satisfies diam Psdiam C2,, - ?t (Lemmas 
6.1 and 6.2). Let f be a coretraction of P to ‘RicI Pi, where each Pi s C2, and f(P) 
is spanrling. Then ri of(P) is a connected subset of Pi. Moreover, wiof(ext P) = 
eXt( 7ri ‘f(P)) = 1Ti Of(P) SO 
diam( Ti of(P)) G diam P < n. 
Therefore, Ti of(P) is a fence of length at most y1 or ricf(l’)= Pi s C2,. If the 
former holds for all i E I then PE {F,,l, c+,>“, contrary to our supposition. Thus, 
ri cf(P) = Pi z Czn for some i E I. Now, Lemma 6.12(ii) implies that Cz,, is a 
retract of P. We conclude that (F,,l, c+$ < {C,,}“. 0 
Arguments similar to these enable us nob. to describe all ir&ircible members 
For instance, if P E I((&,)y) them as in (iii) of the proof above either PE (Fn+J 
or C,, a P. If CT,,, a f then P has a representation by a family of ordered sets 
each isomorphic to G,, ; therefore, P= CL,,. 
_T4: 
6.6. The order variety of all dismantlable ordered sets 
Let $ denote the order variety generated by all finite fences and let 9 denote 
the smallest order variety containing all dismantlable ordered sets Evidently 
9 = sup{{F,p 1 n E N} S 9. 
While every dismantlable ordered set is &rite not every finite member of 9 is 
dismantlable. In fact, even * contains the smallest nondismantlable ordered set 2. 
To see this let K =nnsN F,,, where F,, is the fence x1 <x2, x2 > x3, . . . , x2n_1 < 
x2,,, and consider the elements u, t) E K prescribed by w~( u) = x1 and 7~,( V) = x2n 
for all n E N. Since w,, is an order-preserving map of K to F,, we have, by Lemma 
6.1, that any fence in K with endpoints u and 2) has length at least dF2,(xI, x2,.,) = 
2n - 1. But, as this holds for all n E N, there can be no finite fence in K joining u 
to V. Thus K is disconnected and 2 0 K. It follows that 2~ (Fzn i n E NY = 9. 
At present we do not know whether every coumected finite member of 3 is 
dismantlable. However, every finite member of a uarizty generated by finitely many 
dismuntlabie ordered sets is dismanttuble. To see this, let P be a f&rite retract of 
nisr Pi where each Pi is isomorphic to one of e titely many dismantlable ordered 
sets. By Lemma 3.2, P is a retract of a finite product of dismantlable ordered sets 
and, hence, is dismantlable. 
Which dismantlable ordered sets generate 9? 
For instance, is 9 = 9? To see that this is not the case let cj consider any 
ordered set Bk = 2k -4, for k 3 3. & is finite and has a maximum element so & is 
dismantlable, that is, & E 9. Suppose & E % Then there is a coretraction f of & 
to flisI Pi where each Pi is a fence. As Bk has a maximum element, ViQf(Bk) has a 
maximum element so WiOf(Bk) is isomorphic to F2 or F3 for each i E 1. ht u 
denote the set of all lower covers of the maximum element of B,; then ((d, v) is a 
gap of & By Proposition 5.1, there is an i E I such that (8, *Xi of(u)) is a gap of 
F3. It is easy to verify, however, that, for each i E I, (@, Wi of(U) is not a gap of 
7Ti of(&). Thereforc, &$!!@, that is $#a. 
Finally, observe that 9 is not the order variety of all ordered sets -a & $9 (cf. 
Section 4, Notes 1). 
6.7. Exponentiation of dismantlable ordered sets 
Under which operations, besides retractiorms and the formation of direct pro- 
ducts, are order varieties closed? 
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0 0 0 0 
PP 
Fig. 26. P is connxted and Pp s +xonnected. 
Other operations are not so easy to handle. For ordered sets P and Q, PQ 
denotes the set of all order-preserving maps of Q to P ordered pointwise. Does 
P* belong to an order variety V whenever PC V? The question has a (trivial) 
negative answer in some cases. For example, let P= Q be a four-crown. Then 
every member of (P)” is connected; F: ,llever, Pp is disconnected (see Fig. 26). In 
particular, 2~ {P}“. However, at present we do not know whether PQ E (2, P)’ or 
even whether PQ E (2, P, Q}“, for (finite) ordered sets P and Q. (Notice that P* is 
embeddable in a direct power of P, but: PQ fails, in geneTa1, to be a retract of a 
direct power of P.) 
In the case of an order variety generated by a collection ol’ dismantlable 
ordered sets, it is possible to obtain soime results concerning Puponentiation. 
orem 6.13. Let P be a finite ordered set. Then the following ataterznts are 
equivalent: 
(i) F; is dismantlable; 
(ii) for all finite ordered 
(iii) for all finite ordered 
(iv) Pp is connected. 
sets Q, PQ is dismantlabie; 
sets Q, PQ ;is connected ; 
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Proof. First we show that (i) implies (ii). It is sufficient to prove that ix a ~l(Pj 
then (P-{a}jQ is obtained from PQ by dismantling. 
Let QE I(P), let u* be the uniclue lower cover of a in P and let R = 
UE PQ 1 a E f(Q)}. We partition‘ -R according3 to the ,height function; that is, 
RO = min R, and Rk+l = min(R - U~~O 4) for k a 0. 
If f~ &+I then fE l(PQ -ljL~ Ri). TO prove this let f> g in PQ -UFBO Ri and 
let fe Rk+l. Then g$ R. The map fr of P to Q prescribed by 
f*(p) =‘ f(P) 1 if f(P) # a, Q* if f(p) = a 
1s order-preserving and fJ: E PQ - ‘GF+ R+ As g# R, g(p)<f(p) whenever j(p) = a, 
so g(p)S u* = f*(p) whenever f(p) = u. It follows that g s f*< f, whence, f E 
I( PQ - lJ:so Ri ). 
For similar reasons, each member of R. belongs to I(p). As the elements of 
R,, are pairwise noncomparable, P O-R0 is obtaiued frui-n PQ by dismantling. 
As the elements of Rk__l are pairwise noncomparable, the preceding argument . 
shows that PQ - UFZJ R is obtained from PQ -Uf=,, & by dismantling. We 
conclude that (P-{u})~ =‘: PQ -R is obtained from PQ by dismantling. 
That al\ dismantiable ordered sets are connected follows i’rom the definition of 
dismantlability; hence, (ii) implies (iii). 
The implication (iii’/ implies (iv) requires no comment. 
Finally, we show that (iv) implies fi). Suppose that P is not dkmantlable. Then 
there is a subset R of P obtained from P by dismantling such that I(R) = 9 and 
IR I> 1. Since the image of a connected ordered set under an order-preserving 
map is connected, we can demonstrate that Pp is disconneclcd by exhibiting an 
order-preserving map of Pp onto RR and showing that RR is disconnected. 
If an element a of an ct.-dered set Q has a unique cover, say a lower cover a*, 
then Q -{a} is a retract of Q. Since the composition of r&actions is itself a 
retraction, there is a retractiar Q of P onto R. eke a map @I of Pp to RR by 
for f E Pp. Obviously @ is order-preserving. Let g E RR. Then g oq E Pp and 
~(g”Q)=Qo((go~)IR)=~“g=g 
since q~ 1R is the identity map on R. Kence @(Pp) = A?~. 
Finally we show that idR, the identity map on R, is a I isolated element of RR. 
SUpp0se that idR > g in RR. We use the follopTing fact [12]: f >c f in AB if and 
only if there exis:q b c B such that f 1 B -(h) =f’ 1 B -(b} an:d f(b)> f’(b) in A. 
Since idR t g there exists x E R such that x t g(x) and g 1 R -{x} = idR 1 R -{x}. 
AS I(R) = 8, x coveis distinct elements x1 and x2= g(x). Then x 3:x1 and 
g(x) = x2$ x1 = g(x,). We conclude that idR has no lower C’~BX~S in R. Dually, 
idR has no upper covers. As IRR 12 (RI > 1 it follows that RR is disconnected. 0 
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CoroUhry 6.14. Let P be u dismantiable ordered set. Then PO ~9 for al2 finite 
ordered sets Q. q 
7. The covers of the order variety of cornplebe fattfw3 
This section has one purpose, to prove the Theorem 4.6 concerning the 
description of all order varieties covering (2)y (see Fig. 27). The proof itself 
amounts to a study of properties, or “sentences”, that distinguish particular order 
varieties. The example of this proof notwithstanding, the problem of establishing 
a syntactical theory of order varieties seems out of reach (cf. 1.2, C3). 
Theorem 7.i. JPL the lattice of order varieties each of the following order varieties 
mters (2)” : 
m)v, cm? E@ &)9 0, w, 
and for regular or&n& o, and fi, 
b)Y, cS”,Y, {a@&)Y, US@fJd)V, b@BdY. 
Moreover, any order variety V>(2)” con?ains one of these order varieties. 
With certain exceptions we 
listed above are covers of (2) 
(cf. 5.5, 5.6, 6,4, 6.5). The 
statement of Theorem 7.1. 
have already shown that each of the order varieties 
and each of the indicated ordered sets is irreducible 
following result completes the proof of the first 
0 0 
Fig. 27. The covers of 12)“. 
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TIWQC~BE 7.2. Each of the ordered sets I$03 F3, a 03 F3, and l?j @ eds where QL and 
B are regular ordinals, is irreducible. Also, each of the order varieties (2,2)“, 
{F$ $ F3)v, {a@ F31v, ,and! {F$@$+)” cmet$ t2y. 
Proof. Each of these ordered sets is irreducible for the same reason: every retract 
is either isomorphic to the ordered set itself OT a complete lattice. 
It is clear that (2,Z)y r {2p. 
Suppose that {Z)” <Prs{F$ @ F& Choose PE V such that P is not a complete 
lattice. I& f be a coretraction of P to ni,, Pi where each Pi zF$ @ P;;, say 
pi ={Oi, 41, $2, xi39 xi49 lil with %I, xi2 < $3, rti4 and Oi, li the least and. greatest 
elements, Since P is not complete, there is a gap (D, U) of P. By Proposition 5.1 
there is an i E I such that (ni of(D), q of(U)) is a gap of Pi* AS Pi has a unique 
gap9 qi Ofua = wi, 41, xi21 and wi OfriV = (xi39 449 lil* Choose Xj E 
(7Yi Ofi-’ n D for i = 1, 2, and Xi E: (qi of)-‘(xii) n U for j = $4. NSO, let 0 and 
1 denote the least at&. greatest elements of P. Then {O, x1, x2, x3, x4, 1) = Fj fB F,, 
so E @ F3 is a retract cF ID. Hence (2)“~ {e $ F3)y. 
Suppose that (2)” <‘V ~{a @ F$‘. Choose PE V, P$ (2)“. Then there is a 
coretraction f of P to nie1 Pi where each Pi ~a Gi3 F3. As above, there is a gap 
(D, U) of P such that (wi of(D), 7ri Of(U)) is a gap Of Pi for some i E I. It fOllOWS 
that Ti 0 f(D) s LY and wi 0 f(U) s F3. S&Z P E {a@F’& SUP(X, y) exists for all 
X, y E P. Therefore, D has no maximal elements and we can choose a chain C 
maximal in I) such that C has no upper bound in fi. I?rom the fact that (D, U) is 
a gap of P it follows that C @ F3 is a retract of P. Now, let y 5 C be a regular 
ordinal cofinal in C. Then y @‘F3 is a retract of P and, hence, y @ F3 E {a @ FJd. 
Since the gap (y, F3) of y @ F3 is separated by cy 09 F3, we anclude that y=a. 
Hence, (2)” 4 (a 6 F$. 
By duality, (2)” 4 {E @ BdlY. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. It remains to prove the last statement. 
An ordered set P that is not a complete lattice satisfies at least one of the 
following conditions: 
(1) P contains a maximal chain that is not itself a complete lattice; 
(2) P is disconnected; 
(3) P has no maximum element: 
(4) the dual (af (3); 
(5) there exist X, y E P such that {x, y}* has more than one maximal element; 
(6) there exist X, y E P such that the set (x, y}* is nonempty and has no maximal 
elements; 
(7) the dual of (5); 
(8) the dual of (6). 
L,et V denote an order variety properly containing ( )“. We show tlhat if v 
cortains an ordered set P. satisfying (i) and not satisfying (.j) for any j ( i 
(i = 1,2,. . . , 8) then V contains one of t e order varieties listed in the T;heorern. 
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This is enough to complete the proof since V must contain a noncomplete ordered 
set. 
(I) Let C be a maximal chain of P that is not itself complete. Then C is a 
retract of P and C E V. By Proposition 5.6 one of c(: Bd, or a $ @” is a retract of C 
and, hence, one of {a}“, (I?rdlv, or &x@pd) is contained in “cr. 
(2) Clearly, (2)” EV so (2,Z)y EV. 
(3) Since P does not satisfy (l), P is framed. Therefore, P has distinct maximal 
elements IA and v. Also, P does not satisfy (2) so we may assume dp(u, u) if finite. 
It follows that there is an isometric fence F of ext P such that F‘$5: E By Lemma 
0.4, the isometric spanning fence F$ is a retract of P so (P’$’ c_Pr, 
(4) By duality, {1F,)” ~3’. 
(5) Let ~1, v denote distinct maxim&l elements of (x, y}*. Let 0 and 1 denote the 
least and greatest elements of P. Consider the subset Q = (0, u, v, x, y, 1) = e $ 
F3 of P and define a map g of P to Q by 
x if z>u,v and zdx, 
y if z>u,v and zGy, 
g(2) = 
u if ra4,z+v, 
u if z>v, z$u, 
I 0 if z$v, z$+ u, 1 0 therwise. 
(Since u, v E max!x, y]* there is no z E P such that 14, u G z d x, y.) Some calcula- 
tion is required to show that g is order-preserving. Then g is a retraction of P 
onto Q. Therefore, {Ej @ F3)” c V. 
(6) Let C denote a maximal chain of {x, y)*. Then C has no maximum element. 
J-P t a G C be the cofinality of C. Let Q = a U (x, y, l} G P and define a map g of P 
to C? by 
I X if zsx, z$y, 
g(z)= y 1 
if zsy, z$x, 
sup(aEa\ a&z} if z==-x,y, 
otherwise. 
(There exists ~to z E P such that z C X, y and z 2 c For all c E C.) It is straightfor- 
ward to show that g is order-preserving and, therefore, g is a retraction of P onto 
Q. We conclude that {a $ F,] GY, for some regular ordinal a. 
(7) Ry duality, {Ej@I;,}” cV. 
(8) By duGty. (13 @p”}” c V for some regular ordinal @. Cl 
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Note added in proof 
M. Pouzet and 1. Rival have announced [Norires Amer. Math. Sot. 2 (1981) 
2861 an affirmative solution to Problem 8 (see Section 5.2). 
Both J.E. Walker and IV. Poguntke have pointed out to us that the idea of 
“dismantlability” is implicit in R.E. Stong [Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 123 (1966) 
32Z!-3401. Indeed, it now seems that Theorem 6.13 is in some measure a 
re:!:xovery and an elaboration of ideas already in Stong’s work. 
